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Advocates call for
Governor to
protect patients

$2.00

April :?.008

Ontario's state of the city event 2008:
keeping a positive mental attitude
By Joe Lyons

~latcof!he (Ill

Ontario

Health Care Regulators
Accused in Hearing of
"Glacial Pace" In Stopping
Post-Claim
Rescissions,
Failing to Restore Coverage
to Victim<,
California's Department
of Managed Health Care has
not ordered B Iue Cross to
rc\lore msu ranee coverage 10
any of 90 cases of illegal
resciss1on
found
by
the
department\ own Investiga tors. consumer advocates
revealed dunng a hearing in
the state Senate's Health
Comm1ttee .
The
Department
of
Managed Health Care must
move forward now with rcgulal!ons now to stop these illegal
cancellations.
said
Consumer Watchdog (formerly
the
Foundation
for
Taxpayer
and
Consumer
Rights). and restore coverage
lost by innocent patients who
have been left not only uninsured, but uninsurable.
"Despite the department's
own findmg of Widespread
abuse, patients still are not
protected from arbitrary loss
of their insurance coverage
when they fall ill," said Jerry
Flanagan. health policy director of Consumer Watchdog.
"The department has not
ordered the reinstatement of
any enrollees in Blue Cross,
despite DMHC's own deter
mmation that 111 every one of

continued on page 12
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J The minor league Ontario Reign hocker team ll'i// begin til~
L sea.\ on th1s }all at the Citi:;ens Busine.\.\ Bank Arena __j
They say that when you are
surrounded by alligators. 1t can
be hard to remember that you
were there to dram the swamp .
Thus It was strange to listen to
the c1ty fathers of Ontano
advising people to "Invert
Today-Invest Tomorrow" in
their community
lt would not be fair to say
that many people were in
denial about the downside of
the 2008 economy, still there
was a significant amount of
"wh1sthng past the graveyard."
Much of th1s has to do with
the
positiVe
aspects
of
Ontano's infrastructure. First
and foremost has to be the
LA/Ontano
lntcrnauonal
Airport. It was described as the
driving force of Investment
and economic activity m our
area. Other connecting clements were also on the short
list of good news. The Pacific
Gateway Cargo Center has not
yet broken ground. but 1t calls
for I million square feet of

18th a nnual Upla nd
Second Ave. fa rmers'
market a nd street fa ir
kicks off

warehouse space and should
be starting up somewhere 1n
2009.
Office space at the a1rport
will 1nclude the 800,000square-foot Ontario Airport
Towers, featuring premier
Class A office space on 28
acres between Turner and
Archibald Avenue adjacent to
0 T.
The Prologis Park Ontario
Airport will be a 100-acrc
industrial site also adjacent to
0 T with seven freestanding
industrial buildings.
Ground is also about to
break on The Historic Guasl!
District. which will be a 50acre mixed-use project JU\1
north of the a1rport and south
of Interstate I 0 JUSt off or
Archibald. Th1s project wi II
feature much of the historical
hutldings, along with restaurants. entertainment. offices,
residentllll un1ts and hotels.

The I 8th Annual Upland
Second
Avenue
Farmer's
Mark.et & Street Fair in Histone
Downtov.n Upland will k.1ck. off
on April 3. w1th a 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. event featunng J...idd1e
ndes. live music, arts & crafts
booths. a busmess expo. food
and beverage booths and fresh
produce booths.
The event offers free admisSIOn, free parking and wlll run
every Thursday night untll Oct.
23. said Main Street Upland
CEO Steve Eastts.
Event organizers arc still
seek.mg volunteers and vendors
for the historic community
event. he added.
"Th1s free event IS designed
to introduce all Inland Emp1re
res1dents to the mo>t historic
sectiOn and the most un1que
shoppmg and dming opportuni-

continued on page 24
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Associated Engineers acquisition

Thursday,
May 1, 2008
530pm
Morano Valley Conrarence
& AecreabOn Center
14075 Fredrick 5I
Moreno Volley. CA

The Volunteer Center of Riverside County 1s proud 10 sponsor
the Annual Volun~tr Rrcogn/riQn C~ny on Thtmday,
\>lay I, 2008 at the Moreno Valley Conference &. Recreation
Center, 14075 Frederick Strcc~ Moreno Valley at 5:30p.m. We
rccogruzc and support those selfless volunteers that help so many
people m need and add so much 10 our commun1ty. We mvitc
you 10 use thiS ceremony as an opporturuty 10 recognize the most
deservmg volunteer m your orgaruzauon.
Please lake a moment 10 select your outstanding volunteer and
provide us the followmg information via mail or email:

COST:
$30.00 p41r ,.non

IF WE SAID IT OURSELVES~
IT WOULD BE BRAGGING.
* *

Sponsored by
The Volunteer
Center of

Riverside
County

• A I00 10 200 word lllllT!Itive on your selected volunteets
accomplishments
• Volunteets full name (verifY spelling), posrtion, address
and phone number
• Volunteer's total service boon
• Number of years as a , ·oluoteer
• Your name, pos1uon, orgaruzauon, address and phone
number
PleaJt tt:nd ioformallon to:
Bcllnda Jon~ Volunteer Ctoter
P.O. Box 5376
Rhtrtlde, CA 92507-5376
or [mail ., an attacbmtot to btonn(« ycdng.org

*

L'liFOR\tATION 0'( YOUR SELECTED VOLUNTEER
:I-1UST BE RECEIVED BY THURSDAY APRIL 3, 2008
TO BE J'(CLUDED P.\ THE CERE:I-10:'\Y.

HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care ratings company, examines more than 5,000 hospitals across the
country. HealthGrades objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.

Parsons Bnnckerhoff (PB )
announced Its acqutsllion of
Assoc;ated Eng;neers Inc., an
Ontario-based
eng111eenng
f1rm spectalinng 111 civil
design, planning, surveying
and construction administration for both commercial
development and public works
projects. Associated Engineers
becomes a subs;d;ary of PB
while retaining its name, headquarters and personnel. April
Morris, president/CEO and
former owner of Associated
Engineers. has been appointed
as a senior vtce president of
PB and will continue to manage Associated Engineers,
reponing to Sam Tso. the PB
Pacific bus111ess manager. In
addition, Jim lmbiorski will
expand h1s role 111 client relations and business developmen! to PB 's San Bernard111o
office.
Founded in 1955 by
Morris' father. former Ontario
city engineer Robert Mills,

Associated Engineers grev.
from a one-person shop to a
renowned company wilh nearly 70 employees.
Morris
J0111ed the company 111 1978 as
an assistant c;v;l engineer and
took the reins as president,
CEO and majority shareholder
111 1985 when Mills retired.
Originally known for land
development,
Assoc;ated
Engineers, under Morris'
direction, diversified into public works. This change in focus
helped the firm weather dtfficult econom;c periods and
cemented 1ts repu1a1ion as one
of the foremost engineering
firms 111 the reg10n . In recent
years. the company became
involved in a number of high
profile, commercial projects,
111cluding
the
California
Speedway in Fontana and the
Stater
Bros.
2.5-millionsquare-fooi corporate office
and distribution center 111 San
Bernardino.

InVItations 10 the ceremony wtll be sent upon receipt of the
Information. There will be ~Q charge for selected volunteers.
There will be a S30.00 charge for all other aucndccs.

For example, we rece1ved the highest poss1ble "Stars" ratings for treatment of heart failure and sepsis across all study
criterra. We rece1ved Five-Star ratings in treating heart failure, stroke, sepsis, appendectomy, pneumonia, maternity care,
and hip fracture repa1r. We also rece1ved the 2007 Stroke Care Excelle nce AwardrM and Maternity Care Excellence Award™.

We appreciate you taking the tune 10 rccogruzc your outstanding
volunteer and look forward 10 seeing you at the ceremony.
Please call Belinda Jones at (951) 6864402 x 116 should you
have any questions.

The people at Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center work long and hard to provide the best in health care and treatment
for the commun1ty. And we're pleased that data from an rndependent source shows our quality results are among the best.
Because, after all, modesty forb1ds say1ng so ourselves.

GET THE NEWS YOU NEED
r-------------------------------,

:lj iJ I want to subscnbe to the Inland Emp1re Busmess journal

0 One year $24 annual subscnpuon 0 TwoYear $48 - Includes 2007~
0 My check 1s enclosed
2008 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITION:

Highest possible Star Rating for treatment of Heart Failure
Highest possible Star Rating for treatment of Sepsis
Five-Star Ratmg Heart Failure
Five-Star Rating Stroke
Five-Star Rating Sepsis
F1ve-Star Ratmg Appendectomy
Five-Star Rating H1p Fracture Repa1r
Five Star Ratmg Maternity Care
F1ve-Star Ratmg - Communrty Acqu1red Pneumonra

0 Charge to my cred1t card:

H
LJI

Nli AM aJC\

0 Visa

~pDa.~---------------------------------

~

EA LT H

Book of Usts (A $30Value)
0 Master Card

Credlt Card N o . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

G RA DEs·
EA. THr:.AIU

www healthgrades . com

Companr------------~--------

S.\\'1. I Hl. lH II-

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

U.st year, we had the privilege of hosting th111tannual NaUon~l Crime Vletlms ' Rights
WHk There was an overwhelming response from the communtty as nearly 2.000 peopa.
marched for vtctlm righta. Pl...• Join me end our distlngul~hed epeake,. once again In
observing National Crime Vk:1:1ms· Right. Week by partlclp11tlngln the VIctims' Rights March on
Apnl17. 2008 to en1ur. a victim'• voice fa heard

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C i t y / S t a t : e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Rod Pachaco
Dlatrtct At1omey
Ri verside County

Mfi>ICA!

z,p ____________________
April 17, 2008
11:30AM

Phone# _________________________________

Victims' Rights March

CE!\<lER

From the County Administration Building

1hc Jciwcc ofwcdic111r, the art ofiHnliltlf

4080 Lerron Stnet (on 1M OOfl'Wttof 10th a Lemon), RMrslde CA t2501

To the steps of the Riverside Historical Courthouse
4050 Main Street • Rlve,..lde, CA 92501

1798 N Garry A l'ellllc, l'omonn

909-865 9500

JVII'JP.pPimtc.org

To join the 'Vk:Ums' Rlghts March call (951) i5S-9811 or email u• at Ev.nta@RivCoOA.org
lr1 taWMk html
You ma alto vtsll us on the web al www rtvcoda o

NATIONAL CRIML YICIJM<;' RICH[<; WHK

* 1\PRIL. 13 - 19, 2008

Make checks payable to: Inland Emptrc Busmcss Journa l
P.O. Box 1979. Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
For more info. call (909) 483-4700/Fax (909) 483 -4705
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Moth ation through mission
In a recent leadership
'cminar. partiCipants were a~kcd to dcscnhc thctr
organ11ation 's mission or core purpose. Their ansvvcrs
revealed mcredihle disparity. Bill Catlettc and
Richard Hadden g1ves us some thoughts that w1ll
help management create employee motivation through
a common mis\lon . . . . . . . . . . .
. ....... .
Economic Relic" and Foreca<,t: The California Report:
Uncharted Waters
The UCLA Anderson Forecast for
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ugly numhcrs at the end of 2007 . What is the forecast
for 200X"1
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in every· industry· ...... . .... . ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .
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havoc on the shoreline. Patrick Astre gives u" a gu1dc
for businesses to handle recessions and the inevitable
boom that foliO\\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RedFusion Media no "ins fhe ADDY IV a\\<ard'
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Bar coded sponge I scanner system chosen
to improve patient safety
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"urg1Count '\kthcal. a t11v 1
.. wn
ot
Patu:nt
<;,1kty
TechnologiC\
located
m
Temecula. the manufact urer ot
the Sakty Spongcn1 'urg1cal
spo nge
~:ounting
sy,tcm.
announced a t\\o-year contract
to provide ih computer11ed
sponge counting sy,tem to a
network o f 14 hospitals pnmanly located in Ctll fornta and
Texas.
"A ft er a n cxtens1ve e>al uatlon of the Saki} Sponge T\1
<;ystc m. the network de termined
that the Surv 1Count System \vas
the most cffccti\L' me thod to
prc \ e nt
retained
fore1gn
o bjec h ," said R1ck Bertran.
president
of
SurgiCount
Medical. " In mak1n~· thc1r decision. the net\vork e\ aluated systems o n their abil ity to provide
c ons isten t and \ landardi1cd
patie nt care. measurable ou tcome s. doc umen tat ion a nd
overall co't We arc thrilled to
have such a large ne twork as a
cu,tomcr a nd look forward to
working wi th all 14 of their hospitals "
SurgiCount cont inues to
demonstrate the e flclllvcncss o f
Its Safety Spo nge 1 " System to
numc rou' me d ica l fac ili ties
throughou t
the
natio n.
Currently , we a rc in contract
nego tiatio ns with seve ral o f
these large medical facilities.
and we hclicvc that a significant
numhcr will hcg rn convcrtrng to
the Safety Sponge 1' 1 <iy stcm.
Althoug h there arc several van abies in dete rmining what rev -

enuc an mdivitlual hthpll,tl ma)
generate, it h.Js hccn our ex peri
cnce that a hospital performing
IO.O!Xl
15,(Xl0 procedures a
year \vould generate hcmccn
S 120,000 and $220.000 tn
recurring revenues To the
extent hospitals convert to our
system as anticipated, overall
rc >cnucs from sales of the
Safcty-Spongc 1 '~ System \VIII
begin to acce lerate.
<i urg 1Count 'vlcdiL,ll. Inc a
d 1> ls1o n of Patien t 5afcty
TechnologiC\ Inc manulacturcrs the Surg 1Count SafctySpongc1" System, a patented
FD \ 5 1Ok ,tpprovcd turn key
solut io n to retained surgica l
sponges. T he system is comprised of surgical sponges and
lO\vcls affixed with an mscparahlc two-dimensiOnal data mat rix
bar code and ,, Surg iCountcr
scanner to record each sponge
before and after a n operation
Because all 'ponges arc identified with a uniq ue code, they
can no t he counted tvv icc. At the
end of a procedure. the system
can Clthcr Immediately produce
a printed re po rt or the infonnatw n can he imported mto a database program T he Surg1Count
Sa fe ty Sponge ' 1 System "also
the on!) rctamed sponge system
to offer complete sponge mvcntory tracking. reporting features
and integration w1th a med1cal
facility\ IT system . For more
mformation. please contac t
Surg1Count at (951 ) 'iX7-620 I.
or >I Sit \\ ww ,surg1countmcd:
ical .co m.
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Hyatt advertising selected

UCR helps international nurses succeed
Wtth increased glohali1ation.
more hosp1tab \\Orld wide arc
adopting western medical practices. Cultural differences. lad:
of language profic1enc;. and differences m worl-. roles and practice~ contnbutc to the challenges
facing a foreign-born nurse interested in work.mg in westcm-st; lc
health care settings.
The Global 'Jursing Rc\ iew
Program (G'JRP) is a nC\\. cooperati\ c program developed h)
the I ntcmatlonal Education
Programs (IEP) at the University
of Califomta. R1>crside. and
COPE Health Solutions (COPF)
to help nurse' who have ~en
schooled in another countr;. The
program 1s designed to help foreign-hom nurses succeed in a
health care setting when~ English
is spoken as \\ell as to help them
pass the '\CLEX-R'\i. the test
required of most nur-.es.
"\1an) American ho\pltals
,1re ~coming reluctant to htre
foreign-hom nur,es... said Dr.
Jcsu.,
Oliva.
of
COPE.
.. Although the: have passed the
'\CLEX-R'\. the; often don't
understand the culture of
American hospitals. and have
trouble communicating effective!: w tth medical personnel
and patients. Thts program 1s
designed to remed; that problem
and to help nurse., who want to
work in other countries that follow western medical practices."
The GNRP program is initially being offered by UC
Riverside and ~gan on March
26, 2008. In the next few years.
it may also be offered by UC
Davis. UC Irvine and UC Los
Angeles, members of the
University
of
California
Extension
Consortium
for
G lobal Partnerships.
" We hope it will be eventually offered at the other campuses
in the next few years," said IEP
Interim Director Charlene Pratt.
The 21-month program consists of nine months of academic
studies at UC Riverside. followed hy a I 2-month paid work
experience in a California hospital. In the first nine months. stu-

dents learn about the philosophy
and practtce of nursmg 1n the
Unlled States. prepare for the
CLEX-R1'.
e\.ammatiOn.
develop an e\.tcnsive wori-.mg
vocabulary of mcdtcal tern1molog} and mtern 1n a California
hospital. Followmg successful
completion of the GNRP and the

CLEX-Rl\J e\am. students will
have one year of trammg as a
nurse in a hospital in California.
Program partictpants will be patd
the same salary as an American
nurse with academic bacl-.ground
and experience. approxtmatel;
$40.000 to $50,000 per year.
"When I came to the U.S.

from Bnllil. \\here I had ~en a
nurse for s1x years. I had to lind
out the hard way how to finally
get employed here ... says Eliane
Marks. who has now been an
R. . in the U.S. for eight years.
"It took me almost two years and

continued on page 39
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Hyatt Ad>crt1s111g
has
won the advert1s111g assignment for the Inland Empire's
largest
credit
unton,
Arrowhead Credit Union. The
new campaign includes radio,
pnnt, tnteracttve elements
and product promotions.
Arrowhead Credit Union
has established Itself as one of

the lcadmg financ1al mstllutions 1n the region. They arc
the largest locally-based credit
unton
111
Southern
California's Inland Empire.
Founded in 1949. Arrowhead
has more than 160,000 members and more than $1 bill ion
in assets. Nationally. the average credit unton has about

$91 million.
Hyatt Advertising won the
busmess 111 a review \~htch
included the San Diego-based
incumbent agency and an
agency from Orange County.
Hyatt utiliLed research
provided by Arrowhead and
conducted its own research in
developing the presentation.

'lixla~.

millions of children in de,t'lopin!( countrie, are suffering "ith cleft lip and
pal all·. Condt·nmed loa lifetime of malnutrition. shame and isolation.
Th!' good new~ is that \ irtuall) all of these C'hildren C'an be helped. This is the
mission of'n1e Smile Tmin. '>'e empower local surgeons to pro~idf> this life ch<m!(ing
free dt"ft suf!~;ery which takes u.~ little as 45 minutes unci <·osts U.-< little as S250. It
gives desperule children not just a new smile--but a new life.

100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead.
YES, I want to give a child a second cha nce a t life.
0

$250 Pro"d"" d.-fl U'll"r) for""" rhild.
:::::J $125
~ half Ul<' rn•l of on• OUf'!l~r).

c... ...

0 $ 50 Provid..., IJH'diralt<~no for On<" ""'ll"'1·
0 $
w, 'U gral•full) ac<'<"pl any amnunl.

Make check out to
" The Smile Train ."

SMART ENTREPRENEURS SIMPLY CHOOSE ELK GROVE.
It's the narurallocation to start a new business or grow an existing one.
Elk Grove has a wealth of educated workers who would love to work
where they live. Our businesses profit from easy access to lnrerstatc 5,
Highway 99 and Sacramento A1rport. With such a safe and hospitable
environm~nt, a's no wonder that Elk Grove is known as one of the
fastest growmg c1ties in the country. Break the superstition habtt.

Come discovt" what many entrepreneurs here ha-'C already concluded.

ELK GROVE

Elk Grove mean• business and busine" is good.
www.dkgrovedry.org • 916.683.7111

The new campatgn focuses on
Arrowhead Credit Union's
free checking. online banking.
home and auto loans, savings
programs, investments, insurance, along with an emphasis
on busmess servtces.
The new campaign will
also address a number of
1ssues, 1nclud1ng a persistent
perception that credit unions
spectalite and aren't full service. In fact, most ma1or credtt
untons like Arrowhead offer
as v. ide a range or produch
and services as other financial
institution~. To help overcome
the mtsconccption. Hyatt has
developed a new brand-theme
lor Arrowhead ... Everything
You 'Jced L s to Be ...
"We arc excited about this
campatgn. We wanted a message that conveys Arrowhead
Credit Ln10n i-. fnendl;. flexible. inno>ativc. and more
than capable of prov1d111g
an; thmg an indi\ idual or
business may need... said
Adrian Hyatt-Ward. President
and
CEO
for
Hyatt
Advertising.
Hyatt Ad>ertising 1s a fullsen ICC agency based in
Redlands. The agency represents clients in Los Angeles.
Orange. San Bernardino. and
Riverside counties. Hyatt
Ad\crtising has \\On man;
local. regional. and national
awards. The agenc; was rccognttcd in \!larch of thts year
with
eight
American
Advertistng
Federation
ADD!® Awards. including
three gold and a coveted
"Best of Show." 111 the
radio/television category.
Hyatt Advertising was
founded by Prestdent and
CEO. Adrian Hyatt-Ward. in
\996. She is a previous president of the Inland Empire Ad
Club, a division of the
American
Advertising
Federation. She was recent\;
interviewed for a cover story
in 951 Maga:ine.
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Motivation through mission
ha\ e marched mto Selma. and
Astronaut Alan Shepard might
ha>t! suggested sending more
monk e) s up before ~trappmg
lw, rear end to a relath ely
untested rocket. Well. the -.arne
goes 111 the busmess world.
In a recent leadership seminar. partiCipants wen: asked to
describe their organ i1ation \
mission or core purpose. The
result? Those same "deer inthe-head! ights" looks and \\ ild
guesses. When the members of
the assembled senior management team were a'>ked individually to write down the orgamzation 's three top priorities,
the answers revealed incredible disparit}. To ''it, it is no
wonder that many organilations struggle mightily to gam
traction.
Here are some
thoughts that will help management create employee
motivation through a common
mission :

I. Make it Clear
Legend has 1t that shortl y
after signing on as head coach
of the Green Bay Packers,
Vince
Lombardi
whistled
practice to a halt one day,
assembled h1s players - who
had grown \~ay too accustomed to losing - and got real
instructive about the organllation 'score purpose. Picking up
one of the practice balls. he
began with the ~tatement.
"Gentlemen. this is a football."
Investment guru, Peter
Lynch, 111 his book, "Beating
the Street" advises 111vestors
not to put the1r money into
anything they ca n't explam
with a crayon. He reasons that
if you can't explain it with
such a simple instrument. then
you don ' t understand it.
Lynch's advice is as good for
the manager as it is the
investor. If a manager can't
explain with that very same
crayon what the organization
is all about and where it's

going. then the emplo) ees
can't e\plam it. and people
won't buy 11

2.

Be" are
Mission
Flatulence
You can't go anywhere
\\ ithout heanng or seemg
some kmd of corporate (or
individual) no1w, usually
e\pressed on a poster, plaque
or t-shirt. about the entity's
mission statement. Here's an
idea; put your marketing and
PR folks to work on other
tasks. Slick images. hype and
buuwords are not helpful
here. Given the level of cynicism that exists today. 1f you
expect people to believe in it.
let alone support the cause, it
must be simple, straightforward, and not wobbl ing or
morphing into something else
as time passes.

3. Compelling
Modest objectives beget
modest effort. penod.

4. Consistency Matters
As former NFL head
coach. Jimm) Johnson once
said, "Confused players are
not very aggressive." If the
folks on your team see the
game or the goalpost changing
on a regular basis, or words
and deeds not matching up.
expect to see some confused,
disillusiOned players who arc
going nowhere .

5. Having an Adversary
Helps
Shortly after Amencan
Airlines flight 77 was crashed
into the Pentagon on 9/ II, Lee
Evey assumed responsibi Iity
for reconstructiOn of the building. Evey set an extremely
ambitious goal of having the
damaged portion of the build111g rebuilt and ready for occupancy withm one year.
Reconstruction
quickly
began, with crews working in
shifts around the clock.
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By Bill Collette and Richard Hadden
On Sept 12. 1962 111 one of
the best ~peeches e\er made.
President John F. Kennedy
committed the nat ion to a path
of manned space e\ploration
that \\Ould take us to the
moon. It launched a hope. ,1
dream. a \ ie\\ of the future as
bold and bright as the moon he
committed not
JUst
an
agency. but an entire nation to
reach.
Fully engaged b) the challenge.
NASA's
:16.000
employees.
together
\\ 1th
3 76.700 federal contractor'>.
including some of the world's
preeminent ph) siCI~ts, metallurgists, medical spectalists .
and engineers d1d the best
work of their II ves over the
ne\t
'>e\en
years.
All
American., held the1r collecti\e breath on July 2-l. 1969. as
astronauts 1\.eil Armstrong,
Buzz Aldnn. M1chael Collins.
and the Apollo II spacecraft
returned safely to Earth.
\1ission accomplished.
Though we still venture
into space. the results since
then have been far less compellmg. Ask 10 people what
'JASA's mission b. and it's
unlikely you ' II discover the
reason. You will be met by
blank, deer-in-the-headlights
expressions.
and
random
guesses. even from elected
representatives v.ho fund the
agency.
And here's why: People
don't perform in an inspired
manner without big time commitment to a compelling
cause.
Think about it .. . every
major achievement in the history of mankind has been
accompanied by real commitment to a common purpose.
Otherwise,
Christopher
Columbus and crew would
likely have held out for better
maps before they sailed off the
edge of the known universe.
Martin Luther King. Jr. and h1s
supporters probably wouldn't

~nl

Commitment to the task was
off the chart as workers
plowed into their JObs w 1th a
level of determmat1on seldom
seen on construction projects.
Practical!) no one quit the job.
When workers got banged up,
the} kept on \\ orkmg Indeed,
Eve} got some pushback from
workers vvhen he \\anted to
shut the project dO\\n for a
couple of days at Chnstmas.
Ultimately, the work \\as completed. well inside the 12month deadline, due 111 no
small part to the discretionary
effort of thousands of mdiv Idual workers , who each made
daily decisions to go the extra
mile
o doubt, many factors
contributed to the e\traordinary level of effort. For sure,
one of them was the large
"countdown clock" standing
watch O\Cr the job and
reminding everyone of the
days and hours remaining until
the work was to be completed.
And, if any further incentive
was needed. the top of the
c lock bore the words, "Let's
Roll " as a not-so-subtle
rem111der of just why they
were there, and who put the
big hole m the side of the
building.
In short. the 'ole effort
meter often ge ts a boost from
the presence of an adversary.
As
FedEx
founder
and
Chairman, Fred Sm1th once
sa id, " If UPS weren't around,
we would have had to invent
them."
Whe the r your team competes on the global stage or a
three unit cube farm, they will
move faster, get more clone.
have more flln, and make more
money if all hands on deck
share a common sense of purpose and direction. Make it
your business to see that they
get it ... really get it.

For more information, visit
www. ContentedCows .com.

THE GAINERS

THE LOSERS

Top live, by percentage

Company

~

~

Close

Month

CVB Financial Corp
American Slal<:s Water Co
Fleetwood En1erpriscs Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc
IIOT Top1c lnL

10.94
37.2H
4.65
9.23
4.X3

9.19
32.55
4 26
R.47
4.59

Top f1vc, hy pcrccntage
Point %Change
I 75
4.73
0.39
0.76
0.24

Ticker

19.0'k
14.5'7c
9.2%
9.0'k
5.2'c

3/24/08
Price

Clo~e

American States Water Co (L\
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp (L)
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Hansen Natural Corp
HOT Topic Inc
Modtech Holdings Inc (L)
National RV Holdinas Inc
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc (L)
Provident Financial Holdings Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
HANS
HOTT
MOOT
NRVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

37.2X
1.43
10.94
4.65
37.87
4.83
0.27
0.04
7.74
9.23
15.99
29.11

Point %Change

~
~

~
MQn1h

~

National RV lloldings Inc
0.0-l
\>lodtech Holdmgs Inc
0.27
Hansen NaiUral Corp
37 R7
Provident Financial Holdings Inc 15 99
Channell Commercial Corp
I 43

017
0.4R
41.50
lt..90
I 50

-0.11
-0.21
-3.6:>
-0.91
-0.07

Companv

~

2/29/08
Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week
High

52 Wl.'ek

Current PIE

l.o"

Ratio

32.55
1.50
9.19
4.26
41.50
4.59
0.48
0.17
8.11
8.47
16.90
27.81

14.5
-4.7
19.0
9.2
-8.7
5.2
-436
-75.9
-4.6
9.0
-5.4
4.7

46.14
fi.OI
13.00
11.41
68.40
12.11
3.39
2.50
11.75
32.08
28.55
33.91

31.7H
1.08
8.40
3.75
34.X6
190
0.25
0.04
5.91
5.95
12.00
23.90

2:l.X
i'iM
15.2
NM
25.1
13.4
l\/M
NM
14.1
NM
15.7
21.4

Notes: ( II )- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month. (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM-

-7'i.9"/c
-4:>.6~

-X.?'K
-5.4"'c
-4 7'1

Exchange
NYSE
'-;ASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

ot Meamngful

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All
stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or implied.

MA N NERINO
LAW

OFFICES

(310) 284-8008.
Five Most Active Stocks
Stock
Hansen Natural Corp
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
CVB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
HOT Topic Inc
D&P/lEBJ Total Volume Month

Month Volume

33, 122.095
23,497,000
14.296.884
II ,944,909
11 ,092,554
I 05,006,375

"Laws were made to be broken"
Chnstopher North, May, 1830

Monthly Summary
3124/08
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

6
6
0
0
4

"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we smn 'dis innocence"
S1r William Davenant
1606-1668
10681 Foothill Blvd. Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
tel. (909) 980-0630 fax. (909) 948-8674
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as reported by
Ryan Ratcliff, Economist and jerry Nickelsburg, Economist
UCLA Anderson Forecast

I. The major economic
indicators in California move
in near lod. step "'ith their
national counterparts. There
has never been a California
recession outside of a national
recession. 2. With the exception of the two most recent
rece sions ( 1990 and 200 I).
recessions in California show a
V shape. Employment declines
by an average of 2.4o/c over I 0
months, while real personal
income falls 1.20f over 12
months. The shape of these
recessions comes primarily
from a sharp cycle in manufacturing employment that is less
relevant in today's economy.
3. The two most recent
recession'> were both deeper
and
more
severe.
Manufacturing was again at
center stage, but th is time large
permanent losses associated
with structural changes in the
economy created the more
severe and protracted downturns.
Unfort unately, the c urrent

economy 1s h<~rd to place on
this map
we're 1n uncharted
territones. Unemployment is
spiking, but for reasons unlike
any other mcrease 1n unemployment. Some California
mtlicators look 11 ke the beginnmgs of a mmor recession. but
both the national situation and
the balance of the California
economy remam amb1guous.
Wh lie construction has been
one of the maJor sources of
cyclical job loss in California.
It has always been the junwr
partner in recessions relative to
manufactunng. And \\ lth manufacturing unlikely to generate
JOb loss anything like Its contributions to pre\ 1ous recesSions. where does the JOb loss
come from! The current contraction in mortgage employment IS 111\ely a permanent
structural change in our economy. but it is an order of magnitude smaller than the shifts in
manufacturing that drove the
last two recessions. And with
these two very jumor partners.
It's very hard to generate recesSIOn-level job losses. While we
continue to forecast a very
weak California economy in
2008. both Its current state and
future path simply do not live
up to the recessions of the past.

La bor Ma rket Update: A
Little Wor se, But No Big
Surprises
With the release of the
March 2007 benchmark revisions to California's employment statistics. we can finally
close the book on 2007. In
December, we made several
educated guesses on the direction of these revisions. and
these guesses were most ly correct. Estimates of seasonally
adjusted non-farm
payroll
growth in California between

December 2006 and December
2007 were almost cut in half.
revised from 7!UWO (0.5"1c)
dmvn to onl) 40.700 (0.2%)
still positive, but JUSt barely.
Unfortunately. the new numbers shov. an outnght dec line
1n payroll employment through
the second half of 2007, w1th
January 2008's level of nonfarm
payroll
employment
down 0.3% from Its peak in
July 2007.
Revisions to the ma1or
employment categones also
mostly fell in line with
December's guesses: JOb losses
111 real estate-related sectors
started sooner and fell further
than previous estimates. while
retail trade. professwnal/ technical services. and information
employment all were revised
up'-'ard. We d1d not antiCipate
the SIZe of the downward revisions in leisure and hospitality
employment and admimstrative services, but these negative surprises were somewhat
offset by smaller than expected
downward revisions in manufacturing. All in all, the March
2007
benchmark
revision
paints a moderately more pessimistic
picture
of
the
California economy, but nothing that represents a drastic
departure from the themes in
previous forecasts.
The other major category in
negative territory is trade.
whose weakness comes almost
entirely from retail trade.
While the contraction in retail
trade employment in the second half of 2007 looked like an
ominous sign of non-housing
related weakness. in December
we argued that a significant
portion of this
weakness
would likely disappear in the
new benchmark. While its
overall revision was indeed
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The California Report: Uncharted Waters
The California econom)
has put up some downright
ugly numbers at the end of
2007. The unemplo) ment rate
ha-, n<,en over I CJc smce the end
of 2006. and overall non-farm
payroll emplo) ment has been
stagnant in the second half of
the year, with a small drop
over the last s1x months. The
major question "'e explore in
this California Report b
\\hether this 1s a recession, or
the beginnings of one. We
revie\\ over 40 years of history.
and look for the common
denominators among the prn ious recessions in California,
and how they compare to
today. Three
conclusions
emerge:

April 20!H!

pos1t1ve. the retail trade sector
still shed about 20.000 jobs ll1
the second half of 2007
a
small source of drag compared
to real estate. but st 111 unwel
come. However. the I 0.000 JOb
increase 111 seasonally adJusted
retail employment in January
2008 suggests that th1s weakness may be temporary.
California's unemployment
rate was revised downward
slightly. but still rem;uns elevated at 5.<.JC;r, up 1.1c1< from
lows in November 2006. This
l.ll'fc- increase in California
unemployment ov cr a I)month penod 1s something
we've never seen outside of a
recession. But as we've argued
for months. th1s 111crease m
unemployment is fundamentally different than previous
episodes.
The uniqueness of the current situation 111 the California
economy will be our focus in
the rest of the report. First. we
dig deep into the historical
record in search of common
denominators
among
California recessions of the
past. and how our current situation compares to these historical examples. We
then
explore the unemployment
conundrum in more detail.

A Taxonomy of Recessions in
California,
or
How
arc
Like
Recessions
J>ornography
While everyone can agree
that the California economy
has weakened significantly in
the last nine to 12 months,
there is substantial disagreement over whether this constitutes the beginn111gs of a recession. or if we're already in the
middle of one. This is most

continued on page 16

J ust wher e am I anyhow?

Thinking in billions

By Joe Lyons

By Bill Leonard,
Member State Board of 1<-qualization

"So. what do you ~ee as the
biggest challenge to the Inland
Empire?"
The que-,tion caught me off
guard. It came from across the
table at the recent bl<tck t1c
fundra1sing d111ner. The gentleman who f1red it at me knew I
wrote for the Business Journal
and probably just w,mted to sec
1f I knew what I wa-, talking
about.
"Identity." I fired back.
It occurred to me that this
was probably the correct
answer. After all of these year-,,
we still do not agree on JUst
where we arc. Look us up 111 a
Thoma.\ Guide. Check us on
MapQue.\1. There is no such
th1ng as the Inland Emp1re.
True, people in L.A and Orange
County (especially TV weath
ern1cn) point toward the east
and say Inland Emp1rc. But one
cannot agree on what it IS.
To most people. we are just
the road to Palm Springs. This
was true in 1982 when I first
moved here. It 1s true today.
Th1s is true even though the
population has about doubled
in that time.
But wait!
People in Hcspena and
Cathedral City will tell you
they do not live 111 the Inland
Emp1re. I have even heard people from Claremont tell me
this. They have said that they
hve 111 L.A. County and that
the Inland Empire, as they
understood it, was Riverside
and San Bernardino counties.
But clearly we cannot expect to
incl ude Blythe or Baker as a

part of the I.E.
In fact. we only usc the
"I.E." dcs1gnatton because of
that TV show. "The O.C."
And what of the Temecula
Valley?
Th1s was JUSt a w1dc spot
along the interstate not that
long ago. It was easy then to
include 1t in the rough deflmtion of the Inland Emp1re.
Today. however. so much
growth in retail and hous111g
has come up from San D1ego
Count) that the Temecula area
1s almost an extension of North
County.
Certainly
the
"other"
Inland
Empire
around
Spokane. Washington
has
given up on the name. In order
to be a part of the '"Pacific
\lorthwcst" they have changed
their identity to the "Inland
Northwest." Th1s encompasses
the eastern half of the state.
along\\ llh the Idaho panhandle
and parts of western Montana
as well as a slice of Canada.
We are the largest community in Amenca without a
maJOr league baseball, football.
basketball or hockey team. We
rely on L.A. for our network
televisiOn programs. (Note that
the Palm Springs area docs
not.) Perhaps we are just a state
of mmd, a magical place, like
Oz, which exists in the minds
of the beholder.
But what docs it matter. In
the depression that is 2008, we
arc about as solid economically
as any place 111 the country.
Right now, that's a lot more
valuable than a name.

08-09 Book of Lists
Reserve your advertisement space today
in the Inland Empire's premier reference tool.
Call Bill Anthony at 909-483-4700 or
fax for information at 909-483-4705

received an e-mail
recently with a list of all the
th111gs that were "a billion"
ago. For example . a billiOn
seconds ago it was 1959 and a
billion minutes ago Jesus was
alive. This made me contemplate how truly large the fig
urc "a bill10n" 1s. and then
how staggering that is 111
terms of California's $14.5
bll lion deficit. If we round off
the state's population to 37
million. It comes to rough!)
$192 per person . Of those
approximately 37 million resIdents. there arc ju~t about
three per household. so that is
JU~t under 13 million house·
holds. bringing each house
hold's portion of the deficit to
about$1.115.
Think
about
what
California households can do
\\ 1th $1.115 each. and then
contemplate how your household would be Impacted by
the loss of an extra $1.115 1f
you had to pay that much
more 1n taxes. What would
you have to give up to pay
that extra tax bill? Your car
payments?
ew
school
clothes and supplies for your
kids? Eaung out? The family
vacation?
As budgets become tighter
for California families. so too
must the state budget get
tighter. The soluuon cannot be
to demand that families g1ve
more to the government.
Assumptions the state makes

about what 1t can afford must
be recom1dcred. To give you
an 1dea about how difficult
that IS. consider the do-ityou rse If budget offered by
Next Ten. "!ext Ten gives you
the chance to make changes in
the state budget yourself The
problem 1s that the opllons
make people perceive cuts as
overly harsh and tax increases
as merely overdue. For example. for K-12 education funding. the opt1ons arc to maintalll the status quo of per pupil
spendlllg. !1m it It to the rate of
inflauon. equal the ll<lliOnal
average. or ra1se it above the
natiOnal average. The debate
cannot be that limited because
the success of our schools is
not predicated on the amount
of per pupil spending, no matter what the teachers· union
would ha\c you believe.
Equally limiting IS the option
to raise the income tax. saying
that if mcreased only for
"upper income families" It
will generate $2.5 billion in
revenue.
ext Ten has ob\ iously
vastly simplified the problems. but in doing so has
demonstrated an ideological
tilt that limih the possibilities. I hope that someone is
willing to sho"' the public the
true options and opportunities
that arc available if we think a
bit more creatively than '-'C
have been willing to do in the
past.
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Landowner liability protections

EMRISE receives order for

By Hani W. Gabriel, Principal,
Gabriel Em ironmental Sen ices, Inc.

power supplies

The standardinuon of environmental assc"ments began in
1980 \\ ith the adoption of a piece
of legislation by the United
States
Congress.
The
Comprehensive
Emergency
Response Compensation and
Liability Act {CERCLA). combined \\ ith the Superfund
and
Amendments
Reauthorization Act (SARA) m
1986. introduced the concept of
an innocent landowner defense
to liability for EPA cost recovery
at "Superfund" sites.
The approach for conductmg
the inquiry was minimal. providing only general factors. These
factors included specialized
knowledge or experience on the
part of the defendant; whether
the purchase price was below
market value: commonly known
or reasonably ascertainable
information: obviousness of the
contamination: and the ability to
detect the contamination by
investigation. There was no consistency within the environmental industry to guide the degree of
due diligence required.
In 1989. ASTM organized a
subcommittee on Commercial
Real Estate. The primary focus
of this subcommittee was to
develop a standard practice for
conducting all
appropriate
inquiries, consistent with good
commercial and customary practice, specifically for CERCLA
liability protection. In 1993,
after four years, the first ASTM
E 1527. Practice for Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment,
was published and adopted. The
adoption did not occur at the federal level.
The EPA's participation was
sparked by the Small Business
Liability Relief and Brownfields
Revitalization Act signed in
January of 2002. The 2002
Brownfields Law created new
landowner liability protections
including a "contiguous property
owner" and the "bona fide
prospective purchaser." During
2003, the EPA evaluated ASTM

E 1527. The EPA established a
regulatOI)' negotiating {reg-neg)
federal advisory committee TI1e
negotiators were tasked to assist
EPA in developmg proposed regulation for conducting all appropriate inqUiries.
In ovember 2003. the EPA
reg-neg committee reached consensus on the proposed EPA AAI
regulation. The EPA completed
its required public comment period. which gave ASTM the
opportunity to prO\ Ide mput to
EPA on the AAI regulation. The
final result of the effort was the
simultaneous publication of both
the EPAAAl final regulation and
ASTM E 1527-05. The effective
date of the final rule was Nov. I,
2006.
Environmental
The
Protection Agency published
final standards for AAI. which
were mandated by Congress
reVISIOnS
tO
the
under
Brown fields Amendments of the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response. Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA).
Changes 111 the regulations
included the defmi!IOn of an
"environmental professiOnal'"
with specified education and
experience requirements, more
in-depth interviews. explanations
of data gaps, expanded use of
databases. more comprehensive
visual inspections, more comprehensive historical searches.
searches for environmental liens,
and an expanded list of potential
contaminants. AAI also placed a
six-month limitatiOn on the
shelf-life of some components of
the Pha~e Is.

Gabriel
Environmental
Services, Inc. is a professional
environmental consulting firm
dedicated to providing a wide
range of reliable and cost effective environmental services. If
you would like more information
on our sen-ices, you can e-mail
us at gabriel@gabriel-environmental.com or call us at 8664phase 1 toll free.

EMRlSE Corporation. a
designer. manufacturer and mark.eter of proprietai'} electronic
devices and communicauons
equipment
for
aerospace.
defense, industrial, and communications
applications,
announced that it has received a
$300.000 order from a major
military systems integrator for
power supply products for a
ground-support program for
U.S. military vehicles.
The $300.000 order adds to
EMRlSE's success wnh this
same customer. who only
recently placed an 111Itial
$200.000 order for similar
power supply products for the
Black Hawk helicopter.
EMRISE President and
Chief Executive Carmine T.
Oliva said. "This strategic program for U.S. military vehicles
is a maJor. long-running program. so we expect orders to
continue. We also believe the
flow of orders from this military
S) stems
integrator reflects
ROA's growmg stature and

20~

increasmg presence in the military and aerospace markets."
EMRlSE
subsidiariesRCA 111 the U.S .. and Pascali
Electronics Ltd . and Xcel Power
Systems in England offer a
range of military, aerospace and
commercial electronic devices
including power supplies, RF
devices and integrated sub-system products. The combmed
technology and capab!lny of this
group of three EMRlSE clectromc device compames is now
supporting broader penetration
by all three subsidiaries into the
U.S. and European markets.
EMRlSE serves customers
in North America, Europe and
Asia through operatiOns 111 the
United States. England, France
and Japan. The company has
built a worldwide base of customers includmg all of the
Fortune 100 in the U.S. that do
business in markets served b)
EMRlSE and man) similar-size
companies in Europe and Asia.
For more information go to
www.emrise.com.
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JERRY D. MEAD'S
NEW WORLD INTERNATIONAL
WINE COMPETITION
Presents
a Wine Extravaganza and
Gold Medal Showcase & Auction

for the benefit of [/tijeoVettables
~FOUNDATION
at the Hilton Ontario Airport
700 N. Haven Avenue, Ontario, CA
Sunday, May 18th - 4:00P.M. to 7:00P.M.
Donation: $60.00

health care
cancellations ...
continued from page I
90 cases examined, Blue
Cross acted illegally. This
glacial pace is harming real
people."
Flanagan expressed alarm
at reports that the department
might push the is sue back to
the Legislature, even though
the DMHC has full authority
to issue regulations. "Punting
to the Legislature will delay
justice for those already
harmed, and allow insurers to
continue, perhaps for years,
canceling
policies
when
patients fall iII."
The law states that individual health insurance policies can be cancelled only for
''willful misrepresentation"
by
an
applicant,
said

Consumer
Watchdog.
Regulators must move forward with draft regu lations,
circu lated in 2007. that protect innocent patients from
policy cancellations. Dunng
the hearing, Flanagan cited
the case of a patient whose
policy was canceled when the
insurer found that a doctor
had diagnosed high blood
pressure, even though the
doctor never informed the
patient of the condition .
'Thi s is as far from willful
representation as an applicant
can get," said Flanagan, "yet
insurers saw it as an excuse to
cancel the patient's insurance
and refuse to pay his doctors."
Governor Schwarzenegger
must make good on his own
promise to protect patients
from such cancellations, said

continued on page 35

Please make checks payable to
The Unforgettables Foundation
All proceeds go to
The Unforgettables Foundation
Don't miss this great opportunity
to bring friends, family, clientsor reward employees.

For more information call

(909) 793-1410
(909) 855-3130
or visit
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SALES

Six business trends every salesperson must know
By Daniel Burrus
Every mdustry and profession goes through changes, and
the sales profession Is no different. Just because a ccnam sales
technique or mindset worked in
the past doesn't mean it'll work
today. To be a top performing
salesperson. today and in the
future, you need to continually
adapt to both market and social
condition~.

With that in mind, there are
six new busmess trends taking
place-all of 1.\.hich affect salespeople in every industry.
Understand what the trends are
and how to maximize them so
you can reap the rewards of a
successful sales career.
Trend #1:
Your past success will
increasingly hold you back. (Past
success Is the enemy.)
People 1.\.ho arc in sales longterm tend to be successful.
Realize. though. that success is
your worst enemy. When you're
at the top and doing \\.ell, you're
really JUst trying to keep up and
meet demand. Having so many
sales knocking at your door lulls
you into a false sense of security.
As such. you're not looking at
enough future oppo11umues
because you're too busy reaping
the rewards of the current opportunities. You're not sowing the
seeds of future success, and
that's setting you up for a fall. An
old saying goes. "If it isn't broke,
don't fix it." In today\ world we
need to rework that statement to
be: "If it works, it's obsolete."
For example, if you just bought
the latest laptop, is the next
newer and better version already
in existence and about to be
released to the public? You bet!
Remember that rapid obsolescence isn't just about products.
It's about how we do our business roo.
Trend #2:
Technology-driven change

will dramaticall) accelerate.
(Rapid change 1s your best
friend.)
It's human nature to protect
and defend the status quo.
However, you have to understand that technology is changing
the future. your customers·
behavior. and your company's
reality. That means 1f you don't
change, you'll be soon out of a
job. As a salesperson. you need
to embrace change and make it
your best friend rather than fight
it and hold tight to the way things
were. So how do you make rapid
change your best friend? You
spend some time thinking about
where the changes that are
impacting you and your customers are going. Remember that
change causes uncenamty m customers' minds. You can bring
cenamty to your customers when
you are confident in where
change is going. You can lead
your customers through the
change. causmg them to viC\\
you as more than just a salesperson, but as a solutions provider
and trusted advisor.
Trend #3:
Time is increasing in value.
(Time is the currency of the 21st
Century.)
Increasingly time is becoming more and more imponant to
people. Why? We have an aging
demographic in the United
States. with 78 million Baby
Boomers. And time gets more
valuable as you get older because
you have less of it. Additionally,
the world has become more complex with much more for people
to do with their time. Today we
have iPods. cell phones, the
Internet and a host of other technologies that didn't exist when
the Baby Boomers were babies.
There's so much more going on
and we're connected in so many
more ways that everyone is
increasingly strapped for time.
With that in mind, the last thing

you want to do in sales IS seem
like you're taking someone\
time. Instead, you want to be giving them time. You want your
customers to feel that talking to
you is actually saving them time.
Think about all the time wasters
your customers might experience: long wait times for service,
long hold times on the phone,
long delivery times for products ... the list is vinually endless.
Such time wasters hun your sales
and profits. Therefore, make sure
you have the processes in place
that will keep customers from
wasting time. When you can
prove that you're a time saver,
people will choose you over the
competition every time.
Trend #4:
We are shiftmg from the
Information
Age
to
the
Communication
Age.
(Communicaung Is more valuable than informmg.)
!vlany salespeople rely on
such marketing tools as a company Web site, flyers, and sales letters. But all these thmgs arc static, meaning they are merely
informing people. You hope your
sales messages will enuce the
prospect to call, but it's still a
one-way interface. A better way
IS to have your sales messages
create action. One way to do that
is to engage prospects with your
sales and marketing effons. For
example, you could have a contest that encourages people to go
to your site and enter. So instead
of just saying that you want people to buy your snack product,
for instance, you can tell customers that they can go online
and create or vote for the next
new flavor. Now you get them
involved in your product. The
key is to generate communication, engagement, and involvement through your sales and
marketing effons. If you call
someone and just talk ·to them
and aren't creating dynamic dia-

log. then you're really JUst g1vmg
information. You want to give
people consultative advice. You
want to listen and speak and create dialog. Only then do you
truly capture your prospects'
interest and conven them mto
paying clients.
Trend #5:
Solutions to present problems become obsolete faster. (Be
pre-active to future known
events.)
Almost every salesperson
has been told to be proactive,
which means to be taking positive action. How do you know if
a certain action is positive? You
wait and ee. That sounds like a
crap shoot with bad odds.
Therefore. you need to be preactive to future known events. To
determine pre-known events,
you need to look at your customer segment and identify \\hat
types of e\ents you arc cenain
they will be experiencing soon.
You then focus your actions on
what will be happening rather
than on what is happening. Being
pre-active also means that you
change the way people think. For
example, if you put out a new
product or service and hope it
catches on, you'll quickly learn
that it can take a long time
because you're not actively
changing the way people think
about how the product can be
used or how it might change their
life.
Therefore, constantly educare your customers on the value
you and your products and/or
services offer so they begin to
rethink the results they can
achieve and the value you provide.
Trend #6:
The value you bring today is
forgotten faster. (Sell the future
benefit of what you do.)

continued on page 31
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Hillwood development at
Allian ceCalifornia
Hillwood, one of the country's leading real estate development and mvcstmcnt firms,
will begin development m
March 2008 on the Southgate
section of AllianceCalifornia.
Located on the cast side of
Tippecanoe Ave., south of San
Bernardino
lntcrnallonal
Airport, Southgate IS designed
for five buildings totaling more
than 2.6 million square feet
with the buildings rangmg m
size from 39,000 square feet to
more than I ,000,000 square
feet.
Infrastructure work, mcluding the extensiOn of Central
Ave .. has already commenced.
Construction on the first building in Southgate will begin m
early summer 2008. Although
ll 's still to be determined
whether that Inillal building
will be build-to-suit or speculative, Southgate will offer both
options
for
customers.
Hillwood also is pursuing
LEED cert 1ficat ion for the
Southgate buildmgs.
Senior Vice Presidents Peter
McWilliams, Ruben Goodsell
and Michael McCrary of
Colliers International\ Ontario
office are the exclusive marketmg agents for Hillwood's
AllianceCalifornia prOJect.
"Leasing
ac!lvity
at
AllianceCalifornia has been
strong and consistent smce we
began marketing the project m
late 2004," said McWilliams.
"We are already garnering a
large amount of user interest
from companies within and outside of the Inland Empire for
the new product that will be
developed at Southgate."
Although Southgate is the
last undeveloped large sector of
AllianceCalifornia, there arc
still multiple tracts available m
the other five sectors of the
development. In addition there
is 200,000 square feet currently
available for lease, as well as
speculative
buildings
of

970.800 square feet and
529,700 square feet that arc
under construction and nearing
completion.
"Hillwood has designed the
opportunities
at
AllianceCalifornia to be as
seamless as possible, with the
land already entitled and ready
to permit with foreign trade
wne
available,"
added
McWilliams.
"In
addition
HII!wood is offering generous
Tl allowances, as well as
office-to-suit
development.
Given Hs prime locatiOn and
amenities, AllianceCalifornia is
an ideal location for distnbution and manufactunng facilities."
All of AllianceCalifornia,
mcluding Southgate, offers
State of California tax incen
t1ves through ItS Local Agency
\I!Iluary Base Recovery Area
(LAMBRA) Zone Act.
Southgate
also
offers
frontage along Central Avenue.
immediate access to Interstates
10. 210 and 215. and Is less
than two miles from the B SF
Intermodal Rail facility in San
Bernardino. The buildings of
Southgate also feature 30 to 32
feet minimum ceiling clearance, ESFR fire sprinkler systems, large secured truck
courts, cross dock and smgle
Sided loading, 2 to 3 percent
skylights and extra trailer storage capacity.
Since December 2000.
when Hillwood was named
master developer of the project,
more than 8.1 million square
feet have been developed at
AllianceCalifornia.
Several
leading global companies now
have major facilities there.
These include Kohl's, Mattei.
Stater Bros., Pactiv, and
Medline.

Further information about
AllianceCalifornia, can be
found at www.hillwoodinvestmentproperties.com.

Texa<;-based Hillwood filled a sizable block of space in Its
AllianceCalifornia project in
Chino after signing Columbus,
OH-based ODW Logistics to
340,000 sq. ft. in the prOJCC! 's
Westgate Building One. The
1.14-milhon-sq.-ft.
Westgate
Building One, located at 11 0
South Tippecanoe Street, was
completed in two phases. ODW
will occupy most of the 540,500
sq. ft. speculative expansion that
was completed in 2006. The
600,200-sq.-ft. fir~t phase was
completed in 2005 as a build-tosuit for Pep Boys. ODW was represented by AJ Leon of Leon
Brothers while Hillwood was
represented
by
Peter
B.
McWilliams. Ruben V. GoodseU
and Michael McCrary of
Colliers International.. ....... .
lncludmg two buildings at
AllianceCalifornia. Hillwood 1s
on track to complete 12 industnal
buildings totaling 5.7 million sq.
ft. m four different developments
in the lnland Empire by the end of
2008. Two of the buildings arc
build-to-suits for Michelin and
FedEx. The others are speculative
buildmgs. The developments
include InterChange Business
Park. North San Bernardino
Industrial
Park
and
AllianceCalifornia
in
San
Bernardino, and Hofer Ranch at
Ontario
Airpo11 ......... In
Victorville, Stirling Capital
Investments has just begun construction on a I million-sq.-ft.
speculative Class A industrial
facility situated on roughly 46
acres at Southern California
Logistics Centre (SCLC) in
Victorville. Once completed m
December of2008, the facility will
join four other buildings at SCLC.
bringing a total of nearly 2 million
sq. ft. of property to the market by
the end of this year. The five buildings are pan of Phase I development plans which total 6.5 million
industrial s ace over

acres of land. The new I millionS<.J,-ft. distribuuon facility will be a
"green budding" and is registered
for LEED Cenification. The facility will feature 32' clear height,
179 dock doors. concrete truck
couns from 185'to405'. 128 parking stalls, approximately 405 additional trailer parking spaces, ESFR
spnnklers, fenced yard and three
percent skylights. The buildmg IS
expected to generate up to 200
ne\.\.
JObs ........ .In
Ontario,
Michael Lawrence of Marcus &
Millichap has the listing for
Ontario Airport Center, a
61, I 00-sq.-ft. office building on a
2.54-acrc lot at 337 North
Vineyard Ave. The propeny,
which IS bemg sold by B.H.
Properties LLC. has an askmg
pnce of $11.675 million. or roughly '5191/sf. The four-story building, situated JUst two blocks from
1-10. the Ontario International
Airport
and
the
Ontario
Convention Center. recently
underwent more than $500,000 in
renovations. It features a strikmg
marble lobby, dual elevators, a
large common k.itchen/brcakroom,
monument s1gnage and billboard
signage. The property is currently
occupied by an attractive mix of
local and regional tenants. including Cambridge College (nine locations nationally) and AccentCare
(formerly SunPius Home Health
Care) with 56 locations in five
states. Other tenants include A-L
Financial
Corp., Associated
Chaffey Teachers and Home
Services
of
America
Inc ......... On the retail side, the
Inland Empire's strong demand
drivers support a favorable longtem1 outlook for the region's retail
market, according to the 2008
ational Retail Report by Marcus
& Millichap. Relatively affordable land and housing continue to
attract employers and skilled
workers to the region, which is

cominued on page 34
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UCLA forecast...
colllinuedfrom pag1 10
often simp!) a footnote in the
debate over a national recession. but tn many cases we hear
the 1dea of a ··california
RecessiOn" that 1s somehow
dist111ct from trends 1n the
nationa l economy. Some times
this discussiOn pomts to speclf·IC md1cators like the divergence
between U.S. and
Cal ifornia unemployment or
the collapse Ill state reve nues.
b ut all too often this d iscussion
goes the 'h ay of old-time
weat her forecasting: " M y J...nee
hu rts when the re's gomg to be
a recession in Ca lifornia. and
my
J... nee's been a'Afu lly
twi tchy la te ly, Sonn y." Or to
attempt anoth er imperfect
me t a ph or. the recessiOn (or
lack thereof) is in the eye of the

When Planning
Your 2008
Advertising
Budget,
Con<.;ider thP

INLAND
EMPIRE
BUSINESS
JOURNAL
and the
INLAND
EMPIRE
BOOK OF
LISTS

beholder
Medta coverage of the
national and Caiifor111a economy has tned to cut through
these inherently incon~istent
optnions with a bright-line statisucal definition of a recessiOn: two consecutive quarters
of negative real GOP growth.
But this defimuon has never
sat well with economists who
study the bus tness cycle. The
GOP scnes 1s q uarterly and
prone to revision well after the
fact. What\ more. by this definiuon there was no recession 111
200!.
"A rcCCSSIOll is a Signiftcant
dcclme 111 economic activity
spread across the economy,
lasting more than a few
months. normally VISible 111
rea l GOP. real income. employment. 111dustnal producuon.
and wholesale-retai l sales."
In the five rcce. s1ons from

( ont.u I

Bill •\nlhom at
t90'J; -W

:-roo

or vi<iif our
\\ t'hsife:

continued on page 20
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SUPPLEMENTS

LISTS

• Economtc Development (Rtver.tde Ct) .l
• Markcllng/PR/Medta Adventstng
• Insurance Companies

• Women-o"ned Busme"es
• Human Resource Guide
• Chamber of Commerce

•
•
•
•

Environmental Firms
Emplo>menl/Servtce Agencies
L<m l'mns
Dental Plans

•
•
•
•

llospttals
Savtngs and Loans
Motorcycle Dealer.
Medical Chmcs

Ma)

June
• Heallh Care & Services
• Financtal Institutions (l st Quaner. '08)
• l h gh Technolog)
• Tras el and Leisure
• Golf Resons
• Emplolment Agcnc tes
• !lome lealth Agencies
• Economic Development (San Bernardino Count))
Jul)
•
•
•
•
•

Manuf.tcturing
DtstributtonJFulfillmenl
Credit Untons
Event Planning
Htgh Desen Economtc Development

August
• Per.onai/Profcs"onal Development
• Employment/ServiCe Agencies
• I Iealth & Fitness Center;
• Caterer;
September
• Mongage Bankmg
• SBA Lending
• Independent Ltving Centers

•
•
•
•

"larkellng/Publtc Relations
Medta Adventstng
Casual Dtning
Buildtng Services Directory

• CPA Firms
• Commercial Pnnters
• Ad Agencies/Public Relations Firms
• Largest Insurance Broker.
• SBA Lendc~>
• Staff Leasing Companies Scrvtng the l.F

• Envtronmental
• Expanston & Relocations
• Women in Commerctal Real blate

• Large\! Compames
• Small Package Dcltvcry Services

• Health Care & Servtces

•
•
•
•

• At ~ns

• Go f Guide

10

Sout hern Cali fom ta

tor .\dH·r I j,j ng
In iorm.1l ion

have less 111 common. The 1973
recession was late in coming to
Caldornia. with local employment peaking almost a year
into the natiOnal recession The
double d1p recessions in 198081 straddle thts general pattern.
the f1rst recession 111 1980 was
a I .06'7,- dec Iinc whose roundtrip to recovery lasted less than
a year. while the second recession in 1981 was a 2.8<"k
dcclmc whose round-tnp took
closer to t'AO years. But agam,
this rough rule of thumb of a
2.5o/t- decline bottoming out in
about 10 months isn't too far
off.
H owever, both the 1990
and 200 I recessiOns arc fundamentally different than any that
came before. The 1990 recession was California's worse,
w1th a 4.2<"k declmc 111 payroll

1948 to 1970. the average
decline in payroll employment
v~as 2.4C:c over an average of
9.8 months. or course. this
average hides some substantial
vanahility: 111 1960, California
job growth slowed much less
than the U.S. as a whole. contractmg by only 0.66~ over
four months. The year 1948
saw the most severe recession
of these first five. wllh a 4.15'k
contraction over 14 months.
Variability as1de, the common
denommator among these first
five recessions is a sharp but
short contraction 111 payroll
emp loyment. As we 'vc discussed on numerous other
occasions, th is profile comes
mostly from the V-shaped
cycle
in
manufactunng
employment: quick layoffs as
demand slows, but rehiring as
demand picks up again.
The second five recessiOns

October
• 1.-as'()er;/Accou ntants
• H\>1 )/PPO Enrollment G utde
• Economic Development Temecula Valley
• Financial InstllU itons (2nd Quarter. '08)

• Office Technology/Computer.
• lntemattonal Trade
• Holiday Party Plan m n~

No, ember
• Retail Sa les
• lndu.,tnal Real b tate
• Commercial R E./Office Park\
• F-ducational Services Dtrectory

•
•
•
•

• Telecommunicati on"i

!Iuman Resources Gutde
Execultve Gifts
Buildmg and Development
New Comm umlles

Substance Abuse Programs
Largest Banks
Largest I loteb
Golf Courses

• Internet Services
• Lon~ Di\tance/lnterconnect Firms
• Copters/f'ax/Busincss Equtpmenl

• Comme rc ial R.E. Developmcnl PnlJCCts
• Comme rctal R.E BrokeC'
• l·astesl Growing I. E. Companies
• Mon gage Companies
• Tille Companies
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Recession survival guide for businesses
By Patrick Astre
One would think there
wou ldn't he a need lor recession planning. We should sec
th~.:m coming. The constant
stnc wave ol busmess cycles
makes r~.:c~.:ssions as in~.:vitablc
as surgmg booms Of course. 1f
you put I 0 economists in one
room, we'll g~.:t II opimons. so
the exact timing of recessiOns
1s darn ncar impossible to pre
dtct.
Still. like hurncancs,
recessions come along once in
a while. and occasiOnally one
will wreak havoc on the shoreline One of the great busmcss
mode ls that can teach how to
weather recesswns is seasonal
retailers. ror instance. there's a
small business around the corncr that sells swimming pools
and backyard leisure Items in
the summer. Yet. when seasons
change their business needs.
you can bet the farm that their
display changes to snow blowers. wood stoves and chainsaws 1n September. and
Christmas trees in December.
RecessiOns come as regular!]
as seasons, JUSt not as often.
Businesses and consumers
alike should be prepared for
them just as they prepare for
winter. So here\ a gu1de for
businesses to handle recessions
and the mevitahle boom that
fol lows.
The basics: When you get
right down to it. handling
recessions. or any kind of business slowdo'An, consists or
three th ings:
• Cuttmg expenses m uch as
poss ib le w ithout affec ting sales
and 111COmC
• M ai nta lll ing sales and
income as m uc h as possible in
the c urre nt e n vi ro nme nt
H avi ng a nd prope rl y
us mg a n e m e rgency fund to
he lp wea ther the storm

\\\\\\.

hu ... journal
.(Ofll

December
• 1-tnanctal ln>lllUitons nrd Quancr. 'OX)
• Top Ten Soulhem Califomta Resons
• Temporary Placcmenl Agcnctes

• Hea lth Care

• 2009 " Book of Ltsts"
• Fleet Lcas mg Auto Dealers
• Bus mcss Brokerage Fi rms

Reco g niLing the basics and
actua lly imple me nting a plan

can bt.: two different things.
Here's how to start.
Understand the financial
ebb and flow of your busmess.
You should be using a computcriLcd accounting system.
Qu1ckbooJ...s 1s the premier system right now. If you have an
,tc.countant. they're probably
using it. (If you're using an old
paper system and domg your
own bookkeeping. your first
task is to change Immediately.
Buy the soft'Aare and take a
course 111 usmg it. They are
available online. as 'hell as varIous c lassroom scttmgs.)
Your pnmary tools are
found 111 the company financials. sales and customers sectiOns. You will usc three primary Qu1ckbooks · tools:
1.
Pro fi t
&
Loss
S ta te m e nts ( P&L ). The program v~Ill allov\ you to see all
your expenses and income categoritcd - and te ll you if
you've made a profit or suffered a loss during that t1me
pcnod. Run the P&L as far
hack as you can, five or I 0
year; if possible. Do it for each
quarter and annually. You will
he able to tell what period of
tune 1s most profitable, when
expenses rise. wha t the expenses are. when income mcreascs.
and 111 what categoncs.
2. Sales and Representath es.
If you have a sales force. the
sales section of Quickhooks
shows sales details by indi~:id
ual reps. This w il l tel l )OU
who ·s domg the best JOb and
who needs Improvement.
3. Customers and invoices. T he c usto mers and receivables sect ion of Q uic khooks
w ill show you open in voices
a nd acco unts receivables aging
de tai ls.
ow you w ill know
how long it takes you to get
paid and how ma ny o utstanding invo ices the re a re fo r each
pe riod . This is crucial s ince

the amount of lime 11 takes you
to collect has a d1rcct impact
on your cash flow.
Once you have this informauon at your fingertips.
you're ready to hegi n rcccssion-prooftng your busmcss.
• C ut e-xp en ses. Actually, a
wtsc busmessperson should he
domg this all the time. The
tnck ts not to be like the butcher who bacJ...ed Into his meat
grinder and got a little behind
in his work. Trim only the fat.
and beware of cutting things
that bring in revenue. The first
step 1s to scrutmi/C the expenses part of your P & L statement.
Take steps to reduce obvious
expenses that can be lowered.
Energy costs through efficient
windows or msulation. superfluous purchases. elimmating
mvcntory or serv 1ccs that
aren't profitable. that's the
obv1ous. The rest IS more difficult. especial I] 111 these areas:
• Ad' e rtis ing:
Be ver]
careful to d1fferen!late between
crucial advcrtismg that bnng 111
business and thJt v\ hich doesn't. Ask customers how they
heard of you. Offer coupons
that must be brought 111 so you
know the source of the customer. Record the answers and
usc 11 to manage your advertising budget
• S ales r e presentatives.
LJse your sales records to rank
your reps and assign tcrntones.
Know ahead who needs to
Improve their performance
H e lp them increase t heir
achievements 1f you can. c ut
the m if you mu st. ln a recess ion. the survival of your business m ay he at stake.
• Employees.
Th is 1s
a no the r to ugh row to h oc.
Laying off peop le is the k.ind of
th111g tha t ma k. eo., you wish you
hadn't gone into business .
Examine closely the func tions

of each employee. In a recession you may he forced to
retain only key employees. Be
ready. have the decisions made
ahead or time and hope the day
never happens. Prepare yourself to carry it out 1f the time
comes.
• Wa tch y our c ash n o~ in
good times. Busmcss 1s good,
monc) pours 111, 'A hy get cra1y.
right? So collections arc
behind and expenses arc too
h1gh, profits arc still good. so
why bother? The preceding
words arc the main reasons
why businesses fall dunng
recessions
There arc many
dangers of financial complacency. and v\hen economic
slowdo'Ans occur. the business
is blinds1ded. Collections arc
abominabl) slo'A. expenses arc
high. and It's a scramble to get
rid of bad habits developed
dun ng
eco nomic
booms.
Pretty soon the "Going Out of
Busmess" sign appears on the
door. Straighten it al l out during the good times. just when
you think you don't need to because you really. really do
need to.
• Set up an emergenq
fund. This is crucia l. If you do
nothmg else. at least do this.
Start putting I 0 percent of
gross in a ready, liqu id fund
!led to your busmess. Use a
good steady bond fu nd like
vanguard In termed ia te-Term
Ta\ Free Municipal Fund. or
I G Direct. Make believe th is
1s another ex pense, and it is it's an ex pc nsc that m ight save
you r business some day. K eep
going until you have at least
s1x months worth o f your b usiness' g ross m com e. ln addition. have a ready source of
c redit 111 c ase a dee p recession
c omes a long a nd y ou need
more c ash. Be a miser with

continued on page 3 I
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Meeting Facilities
n mti llll£'t! o /1 p ug£' 2n

Httukt·tflly 'li1tal Stfllllre Feet of .Ht•etiiiK l:tlcilitie'
Facilil~

\1eeling Roome.: Largest \1ecting: Year Built
Total
Sq. Fl. La~• Reno\ated
ToL Stl· Fl.
Capacit)

\dd...,..,
City/State/lip

Fairplt'\
I.

2.

105.~00

1101 \\ McKonl<y Ave
Pomona. CA ~17Clll

:l47.0CKl

Palm Springo; ('omen lion Center

20
2-15.000

92.CXKl
8.000

24
nu

3.948
300

177 1\ A"cmd.t Cthallcro

Palm

Spnng~.

#or Room' Room Role Range
I or Suit"' · \1a) Be SeasonAl
I of Banquet Rm'i.

l.o' An~<:les Fa1r A\Mx:

N/A

S2.oiKI· 7.400

1987
:!(Xl~

Generdl \1unagcr
Contact

.\.menih~

Conu~ntion

Phone/Fax
Maol \dd...,..,
D»il(ht R ichard<
Mchssa Tapr.t
4042/621-9599
dcmonaCl<a fatrplc-,.~om

On S1tt> Cutenng,

On-Silt" Sh<.'raton Hotel. Ample Parlung,

C1ty of PJ.Im Spnn~~
Palm Spnng... CA

1-o/A

Cuy ot Ontario
Ontario.CA

'-./A
NIA
N/A

1997

(9<1'1) ~h5

~ew

MA

("A 92202

Ontario Conu~ntlon Center
2000 Con\lent•on Ccnh:r \\-ay
Onwno, CA 91764

3.

IQ-18
2005

7.000

O"ner
Headquarter\

R("j.troonh,
Ample l'ar\.ong

Facthty f'c('~ Var)-20.000 -.q It Ballroom on-\ltc..•
James Dunn
Rtck Leson
B) Sotc 01 Space
41 0 Room Hold
Rcquc~ted
(71lCll 325~MIIn7K 4102
~pcoKhl·r(a palm .. pnng.M:c.com
~/A

Bob Bn~~<n
Tbcrkt Morc-1111

Bu~mess

Scf\·1ce,
Con<:1crgc

(I}(I'IJ 917 l(UI/'117 )()!SO

apatd a ontnoc\lb.com

4.

NOS E\'ents Center
689 S T" Stn:ct
San Bcmardono. ( ~ 9240K

5.

Renai'-\.Bnce f:~"omcraldu Re-,ort
44-400 lnd1a.n \\cJI., Ln
lndoan Well<. C~ 92210
\\--~tin

Mi.s.o;ion llills Rewrt
Dm.lh Shore/Bob I lope Dr
Rancho Mnagc, (A 92270

6.

La Quinta R esort & Clu b
49-4QQ Ei~nho¥>cr Dr
La Qumta. CA 9~253

7.

Features:
• 309 beautifully renovated guest rooms
and suites with luxurious Serenity Beds,..
• Outdoor heated pool and whirlpool
• Cafe Catalina featunng delicious
California cuisine and lobby lounge
• 24-hour room service
• Fully-equipped exercise facility
• Gift shop and newsstand
• 24-hour business center (self-service)
• Concierge
• Same day laundry
• In-room coffee
• High-speed Internet access
• Dual-line dataport phones with
extra long cords and voicemail
• Express check-in and checkout
• Complimentary outdoor parking
• 15,000 Sq. Ft. of flexible meeting space
to accommodate groups from 12 to 760
• Complimentary shuttle service providing
transportation to and from the Ontario
International Airport 24 hours a day

#1 Choice for Business Travelers in the Inland Empire

R i\er,ide Count)
Araboa St
lndoo. C A 9220 I

II
130.000

40.000
4.-150

4~

16.~00

IOO.IUI

1,992

Dan (". Jimenez
Satalluc Tele-Thc.ttcr.
Computcnud, Drop Do~ n Scrr('n ...
Ste\e Hunter
\\or<le" Internet Cap.o~ohhes (~0'11 88X-MMH/KK9·71ob6
\Jieo;(n NOSe"enh.com

Nat10nal Omnge Shov. Corp
San Bcmardmo. CA

N/A
NIA
9

N/..\

CTF

5h0

Sl-19-•oo

1989
1002

'<lA

22
75.\XIO

18.000
2.500

19K7
1997

StMYoood Hotel., & Re.,orts
Wh1te Plam!>, NY

512
40

17.000
1100 !Theater!

1921>
2004

CNL
Flonda

xoo

$115·415•

Room Ser.·h.--e.
Rct.<ul Amenu•e.'
A\laJiabk l pon Rc4Ut'.,l

W'ID

B.R. 3 Outdoor Fac:Jhlle\.
15+ Acre<. Parkmg

Dar} I Shopp)
P.lmela Saliuar
(7601 86H247/86J.M973
Ken S<h,.a rtz
Mark Va~uez
(7b0) :J.II-2211/341 11!72

24

'3

Fai~rounds

'<lA

WND

NIA
N/A

24.816
3.050

19X7
1996

Mamou CorporatiOn
Washongton. D.C.

NS-1
51

$175-470

9.

Marriott's De<iert Spri ngs R""'rt & SPA 11
1-185~ Count') Club Dmc
~1.000
Palm Dcscn. CA 9?200

G.P,R.T,S.L
B. FP. GS. H, I,
.... RS

Rancho Las Palmas R.,.,.rt & Spa
41 (l(Xl Bob Hope Dnve
Rancho Muage, CA 92270

12.900
750

4+1

$99-299

10.

G.P.GS.R.T.F.
FPr-<.C.H.IW

46~350

The newly renovated Hilton Ontano Airport IS centrally located in the
Inland Empire w1th easy access to Ontar1o Convention Center, local
businesses, the California Speedway, Ontario Mills Mall and Victoria
Gardens. Complimentary shuttle is provided to Ontario International
Airport, located just three minutes away.

India n

\Vel ~

Tenn i.ct Garde n

78 .200 \.1tle-. A"e.

I I.

4

lndoan Welh. CA

12.

55.9-10

1979 Mamou HotcJ,fResort\/SuJtes
2(Xl6-2007
Washongton D.C

22

47
JM.323

3,150
350

Pn\'at~

19'19
t-./A

{h!.nel"\

lndtan \\·dh

3

Victor Woo
Dan Key"oCr
(7601 ~62-455-1!1!62-1521
rlpbuifa ea.nhhnl.n~t

Call for Quote

-1-1
N/A

15

JR.OOO

20.800
2.000

Ctty of

1976
1996

Rn-er~ade

N/A

~rgio

Bocci
h:1s Ro!>e
(760) 564 41111564 7656
mcctmg~ laquJntarewrt..com

29

~2210

R i'\-C("'(;ide Comention Center
:1443 Orange St
Rover.ode. CA 92501

Ken Pilgrim
Ten l..oc~ard
(700) 770 :!101{'70~2155
r.mch(a. v.e .. hn.com

3

29
40.00()

.w.wn11 ~nso

C,HP.G.GS.H
I.L,N.P.R.T W.X
B, RS. SD

J:1.0KO
3,181

8.

<1001 11.1

'<lA

22

33
(,1\,()00

Bob W a lch
Ste\·e Mcllro)

B.C.CR.F.G.GS,
H,l.l..N.OC,P.R.RS.
S.SA.SD.SR.STW.T

:!2

T.FP.L.F."'.
Full-Ttme Tenms Staff.
Pro Shop,
l,(l(l7-Scat Stadoum
B,FP,OC. E:~thabtt FacthtJe\,
20 mm from Ont A1rp.

NIA

RIVC:rilde

15

C harlie Pasa~l
Roll lloenn
0001 :J-~5-25o5nn-2522
acabana@twlg net
Sharon Sola·Ahl u wa lla
Pam Sturrock.
(951) J.lt>4700/346-1706
'me~na@ccpa.net

13.

Doub le,.,..._, Hotel Ontario
222 N Voneyard Ave.
Ontano. CA 91764

14.

Hilton HHonors,.
• Only with Hilton HHonors can you earn
both Points & Miles4'J for the same stay
at more than 2.700 hotels worldwide
• Concierge lounge for HHonors guests

700 North Haven Avenue
Ontario, CA 91764 • 909 980-0400

www.ontariohilton.com

M a rriott O n tario A irport
2200 E. Holt Blvd.
Ontano, CA 91761

15.

®.

14
32.000

13
27.0(XI

12.571
1.500

1987
1996

Amcnc-oll1 Propeny Mgmnt.
La Ho)a. CA

-110
158
I-I

na

na

12.800
2006

1982
Bevcrl) Holls. CA

Halton
21

48-1
22

5.900
450

JQ86
2007

Sun\tone Hotel\
San Clemente. CA

299
6

B.C.CR.F.FP.GS. RS.
H.I.L.-;.OC.P.R.S.SA

B.CR.F.FP.GS.
H,I.L,N.P.R.W.X

13
21
25,000

8

DuaM Rohrbaugh

Elena \\ mk.elmnnn
(760) 322·60001322-5351
Bassam S hahin
Jcnntfer C'arl\on
('1()9) 937-()<J00/937-0999

$99-350 3 Re<taurunb, Full Servil-e Health
Roglo c -ltberry
Club. Racquttball,
Sandy Lee
(QOQ> 975-~0110/975-5050
Ten""· 83Skctball.

Stram Room,

Ma.,~ag~

'"fht>rapy.

Heated Pool & Spa Men & Womens

Hilton
Ontario Airport

Wyndha m Pa lm S pring•
KN8 Tahquot1 Canyon Way
Palm Spnngs. C A 92262

16.

H yatt Grand C ha m pions Resor t
44..6()() lndoan Well< Lane
lndtan Wells. CA 92210

B~~:ilwrMn ~ntct,

L

17
20.000

7.900
1.000

1986
1998

Grand Champoon<. LLC
lndoan Well\. CA

>38
338
j.j

$145-1.020

B.C.G.P.ST.GS.R.
RS,T.I.S.FF.L.SA.
W.H.N.FP.OC.SR

A l~n

Fan.ell
lo< Alegr<:
(700) :J.II-10001568·2236

Ca:('ont '~'J< (H 111 (ompll17tnf!Qn CtNIItiVIIltd BrralfoJt. Cfi=CoMplurunran Cocl.kul H,"lflf", CR~Corpordlt" Ratts. f·~fmvu f'ut-i},l\, I'PcFru PuriinJ G~GtNJ CUMru, GS7iGift Shop. HsHQN/,cappttl R•aom.,, J~~:ltr·ROOffl Atf,nus,
OC Outmk (ulmn~. P=Pool, RsR.-11aur1Jnt. RS~~:RrJOIII St"mu. S=-Spo. SA Saunu. SlJ=S,.nwr Ducounn, SR=-Sit"om RtJ(Im. STc,\att"lllt< TtlnuUHI. T•TtMu M-'::~r.UIId Padazrs, X=TrOI&Jjrnfrom NMrttr Ailp011

lnut~Rt".N•Nrm-Smol..ml Rt~twrts,

Not AppiKahl~ WND. \4-(~uld not Difdtt\t' rw- not mailahlt'. Tht mforrrkll/tm m tht' ~'\"t li\1 Mas obtamrd from tht n 1mpamt' lmtd To thl' 1¥-n of our knoMirdgt tht mfnrmatwn Jupplrtd is accuratr as of preu II I'M \~hilt
madt w rn.mrt rht arrurt~ry cmJ thorpughnn~ of tht lw. omi.mon.' and typo~raphical umrs somrflmt.s OCC"Ur. Plrasl' und corn;crum.\ c1r add1twns on compon) ltrtrrht'ad to: Tht· Inland Emprrt Bu.unn., Journal, PO.
Btu 1979, Rmwho CuwmonRa. CA 91729~ 1979 Rr~t·torrl"~b> Jan<ltr D<omum. Cop\roRhl 200.~ by IEBJ.

NIA
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UClA forecast ...
C(llllinuccl.from pag£ /6
employment over ·+-' month~
And \\hile the overall contraction in Californ1a in the \\a"-e
of the 200 I recess1on \\as similar to prior recession~ ( -2.J<J ).
it took: an abnormally long 111ne
to hit bottom (2-l months). and
an even more ahnormally long
lime to recover (42 months).
~\,either of the most recent
rece~s10ns fit th1s ~hort but
sharp pauern of the other eight
rece~s10ns. In both cases, this
\\as because a structural shift
in California's manufacturing
industries changed the usual
lay off and recovery d) namic.
In 1990. the post-Cold War collapse of aerospace employment
e\acerbated JOb los~ and
delayed the overall recovery. as
slO\\ intensive gro\\lh in other
sectors had to mak:e up for the
lac"- of any quic"- recover) of
these manufacturing jobs. A
similar story surfaced in 2001:
a major. permanent contraction
in manufactunng \\ ithout a
recovery led to a prolonged
weakness 111 overall pa) roll
employment - except this story
no\\ held true across the L .S.
This analysis of payroll
employment suggests two
types of recessions. The first is
a Y-shaped. manufacturing
driven recessiOn, with a roughly
2.50'c
contraction
111
Californ ia non-farm payroll
employment over I 0 months,
that almost fully recovers within the next year - sharp. but
quick. The last two recessiOns
combine some cyclical job loss
(mostly in construction) with
substantial permanent job loss
in manufacturing. showing
both deeper declines and a
longer road to recovery.
Do we see s1milar patterns
111
other
indicators
of
Californian economic activity?
While there arc several indicators \\I! might look at 111 a historical context. the only other
option that is a\'allable \\ l!h a
mall enough Jag to g1ve some
nsight into our current situa-

twn is per~onal mcome. Every
recession has seen a maJor
decline in real personal 1ncome
gn1\\ th. \\ ith five of the eight
recessiOns 111 the graph seeing
real personal income growth
drop below tero.
Proceedmg \\ 1th sp1der
graphs a-. before. we see that
the pre 19!l0s recessiOns once
again have a s1milar pauern. In
this case. person,ll income
gnm th docsn 't pea"- untll the
bcginn1ng of the national
recession. and stalls for about
four quarters afterward. aver·
aging a 1.3'« contractiOn. By
the time the recessiOn IS over
( +-l-6
quarters),
personal
income gro,qh was essential!)
hac"- to norn1al. The recessiOns
that generated the qu1c"- V
shaped cycle\ 111 non-farm payroll growth also generated a
short stall in real personal
income gro\\lh. In the n':ccsslons smce 19!l0. we sec a
mar"-edly different stor). First.
in every case except one, real
pcr\Onal mcomc actually peal--s
ahead of the beginnmg of the
recessiOn. Once it does pea"-.
the contractions arc both
longer and deeper. averagmg a
3.50'c drop in real personal
mcome over the next four quarters. lnteresungly, the 1990
reces~ion (which \\aS much
worse 111 terms of employment)
is actually not as bad as 200 I
in terms of income growth;
instead. the nine quarters· of
falling personal income growth
followmg 200 I was the worst
recessiOn for real incomes.
In our pursuit of historical
definition of a California recesIOn. we've discovered two
types
of
recessions
in
California. The first 1s the relatively sharp but quick version
that prevailed through 1980:
decline
in
payroll
2.5(}(
employment over about I 0
months. and a I .3'if contraction
in personal income over about
12 months. As we've noted in
other reports. these Y-shaped
recessions come primarily
from manufacturing layoffs,
with a downturn in construction providing a secondary

source of job loss. In contrast
to these cycl1cal Y-shapcd
rccesswns. the two most recent
recessiOns have had a much
d1fferent character: bigger
declines (averagmg a 3.2'«
decline in employment and a
1.50'c declmc 111 real personal
Income). and much longer
durations. Manufacturing \\as
once again the story. w1th each
of these recessiOns featuring a
significant and permanent
decline in some component of
manufacturing.
Th1s exerc1se g1vcs us both
a conceptual framewor"- and
some statistical benchmar"-s
for thm"-1ng about today's
slowdown. Tum1ng first to the
statiStics. as we've already
noted. the ne\\ benchmar"shows that California has seen
scasonall) adjusted payroll
employment decline 0.3'«
smce July of 2007. On the one
hand. we've never seen this
"-ind of payroll declme \\ 1thout
a recessiOn. On the other. th1s
decline 1s too small and too
slow relative to our historical
examples of a recessiOn.
Further con fusing the mauer,
the most recent read on real
personal income showed no
growth at all m 2007 Q2, but a
respectable 5% annualiLed
growth 111 2007 Q3. Wh1le the
numbers and the budget crisis
in Sacramento both suggest
continued slowing in income
growth. the slow drift downward once again doesn't fit
either histoncal pattern.
In the context of our conceptual conclusions, it is pretty
obvious that a manufacturingdnven Y-shaped recession is
highly unlikely given the lac"of any cyclical peak in manufacturing employment. But the
potential for a structural shift is
not so easily dismissed: while
another collapse of manufacturing 1s probably not in the
cards. part of the contraction in
financial activities employment could have that interpretation. Dunng the housing
boom, mortgage employment
surged to unsustainable levels.
and much of the current · job

loss m financial activities li"-ely represents permanent JOb
loss
financial activnics
emplo) mcnt hlstonLal has
never been very cyclical. But
overall f1nancial act I\ Illes
employment ha-. only declmed
50.000 jobs so far. wh1ch really
pales in companson to the
35!l.OOO jobs lost 111 manufacturing in the last rcccss1on.
Th1s may be c1 structural sl11ft
m the economy. but it\ small
potatoes compared to the
reccss1on-gencratmg structural
changes of the past.
Just on the bas1s of statistics. we can't real!) conclude
one way or the other. The
natiOnal economy IS \VC,I"-er
but still holding up. and as
we 'yc seen that's really the
mam
tssuc
in
whether
Cal1fornia 1s 111 a recession.
California's
unemployment
Joo"-s reCCSSIOn-Ji"-e. but IS
probably overstated on the
bas1s of a susplLIOUs growth 111
the
labor force.
Payroll
employment IS contracting. and
will remain very wea"- in 200!l.
but real personal 1ncome
growth is also 111 the wea"-erbut-still-holding-up category.
In the face of the ambiguous statisttcal evidence, we
have to go with our conceptual
framewor"- to determine if
California is in a recession.
Agam. the current state of the
national
economy
argues
strongly for no. The combination of a cyclical contraction in
construction coupled w1th a
permanent loss of mortgagerelated jobs could fit the pattern of the two most recent
recessions. but the Sl/e of the
job losses from these sectors
still doesn't look like anywhere
near enough to create the I -2'«
contraction 111 overall employment that has been the signature of past recessions.

Employment and
Unem ploy ment
The unemployment rate in
California has been humping
up through the last few months
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GETTHE RIGHT

MI}JR\tl RIGHT PRICE!

Had enough of spending precious time and money on placing ads,
screening resumes, setting appointments, and conducting
reference checks and background investigations? When you partner
with AppleOne, you hire the right candidate without higher fees.

Ca11 Today! (800) 564-5644
www.appleone.com

I
Employment Services
Where great people and great compames meet"'

continued on fW!?e 27
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Subscribe for 2 Ye

INTRODUCING THE GOLDEN CROWN CONCERT SERIES!

for $48 and recieve a complimentary 2008-09 B

Subscribe to the Inland
Empire Business Journal
today for only $48 and
receive a complimentary
2008-09 Book of Lists. The
Business Journal keeps you
up to the minute with
movers and shakers in the
Inland Empire- with the
stories, events and issues
molding our community.

r---------------------------------------------

Phone: 909-483-4700
Fax: 909-483-4705
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979

1
I
I
I

Mail o r fax t his completed form.

I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire Business Journal
Name

Title

Business

E-mail

2910 E. Inland Empire Blvd., Suite 107
Ontano, CA 91764
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I
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1

D MasterCard

D Discover

California

I

Ufe Center

Buy your tiGkets tOday at gotdencrewnproductlou.5-~
and take adVantage of our spedat Y.l.f\ se~l

Fax

D Check Enclosed
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~
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City/Zip

Business Address

Helping to Support

D

American Express

31915 Rancho California Road, Suite 200-195 • Temecula, CA 92591
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Ontario ...

posllive clement. as 1s cheap
square footage for both warehou-,mg and office space.
Tunes may be hard. but the
Ontario marketplace was presented as bemg in a strong
compet1t1ve pos1tion for the
days ahead.
Little was said of politics.
st•ltc or federal legislation. or
prohib1t1om. There was a comment that the best way to bust
through the next year and a

continued from page I
.. Mixed use" 1s abo the
theme of the Picmontc development at the old Chevron
Center site. just west of the
Ontano M1lls Mall. A large
retail portiOn i~ already up and
runntng w 1th the new Target.
PctSmart and Best Buy stores.
Along \\ ith that are apartments
running east from Haven
Avenue. This leads to further
retail at the g1ant l\.1ath1s
Brothers complex JUSt west of
Milliken.
ecdles::. to say. the crown
Jewel of all of th1s development will be the Cititens
Busmes-, Bank Arena. The
minor league Ontario Re1gn
hockey team will begin their
sea-,on this fall a-, the premier
event at th1s new venue. A
Lakers-Son1cs game is scheduled for shortly after that.
Smce the arena 1s run by the
same company that rum the
Staples Center in L.A .. it i-,
presumed that any number of
concerts and '>hows that appear
there will abo come out here.
That is the good news. The
bad news is that the dark cloud
of rccess1on hung over the
evening. ATOP. the Natwnal
Association of Industnal and
Office PropertieS conducted a
pre-show panel discuss1on on
ways to surv1ve the current
downturn. This is where a lot
of that whistltng that I mentioned earlier was heard. Yes.
they agreed that a "consupation of capital" was causing
problems. Personal bankruptcy
and lack of consumer confidence were elements to be
sure. but so was corporate debt
and competition from overseas. Even the media's need to
sell bad news was blamed.
Still. India and China were
seen as good developments for
the Southern California shipping and logistics industries.
The deep-water port of Long
Beach will need what we have
o offer out here. The cheap
and, of which we have heard
bout for so long, is another

half will be if the regulators
got out of the way. Details
were not forthcommg.
After the panel session. the
b1g sound and ltght shov\
began. This has been a signature of Ontano's State of the
Clly event for several years
now. With the usual sound and
ltght show, Mayor Paul Leon
appeared on stage to welcome
everyone and encourage them
to invest in Ontario. He

remtnded us that many of the
projects that were presented as
rendcnngs last year. had
moved forward and were now
under constructiOn.
A booming megawatt HD
audio video show followed
with the ctly counctl and several developers \peaking out
about the positive mood 1n the
air. This part of the evening
continued on page 25
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DON'T MISS ALL THE FUN
4th Annual Spring Fling Fund-raiser for the For You Network
whose mission is to help women grow both personally
and professionally. For You is a non-profit organization
with 20 local connection networks in the Southern California area
(Web site: www.4younetwork.org)
April 19th (10:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.)
at the Kellogg West Conference (enter at Col Poly,
3801 Temple Avenue, Pomona, CA
Join the fun• Luncheon included
• 150 Silent Auction Items and over 65 Door Prizes
• Crazy Hot Contest With Prizes for the Funniest, Prettiest and Most Original
• Scavenger Hunt
• Entertainment
• Vendor Booths and Networking
Asking attendees to bring a
toiletry item or a baby item that
For You will be donating on
behalf of all members and
guests to a homeless women's
shelter.

Sunrise Airport
Porlcing, Inc.
72 36 East Airport Dr.

Ontario, CA

Get your ticket NOW:
$40 for members and $45 for guests.
Make check payable to For You Network
and moil to Robbie Motter, 27701 Murrieta Rood #30, Sun City, CA 92586.
NO TICKETS WIU BE SOLD AT THE DOOR
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Ontario ...
continued from paf?c 24
closed with a big preview or
the new arena.
Follov\ ing that was the traditional buffet and chat fest. It
was to the credit of Bob Brown
and his people at the Ontario
Convenllon Center that they
turned the lights up this year
According
to
Ontano's
Economic
Development
Director. Mary Jane Olhas>o,
the biggest complaint that was
rcce1ved tn the past years was
the haunted house atmosphere
of the m1xcr room.
\llissing this year were the
little conference centers v\here
people mterested in the airport
or Piemonte or downtown
could congregate to gather
info. Instead th1ngs were w1dc
open and conversations happened spontaneously.
Also m1sstng were the
overseas Investors. In past
years 1t was not uncommon tp
run mto a capital group from
S1ngaporc. Thb year the attendees seem to be mostly
Ontario people. To be fair.
many were new to town. having been transferred from corporate to set up shop here.
ev\ executn es from new
compan1es were much in evidence. Turner. who is constructing the arena; Panattoni,
who are building the Piemonte
project; Brookfield Homes,
who are still building and selling residential developments:
and Ol1verMcMillian of the

continued on page 3/

Pat Chavez Preston
and

Genet Chavez Gomez
Owners

-

fOIC • Co<pofale Ollce: 701 No<lh HovenAv..,..., Ot*1rlo, CA

m~ • 'OUIIOAOJO

ITIZENS

B USJ N £

88

B~

Don't miss this months restaurant reviews on pages 36 & 37
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Meeting Facilities
, oll/11111<

d

trolltf'"""

'

/!)

Fodlit}

lip

Tor. Sq. h

\tl..,.lon Inn llorel & Spa
17.

l(WQ \hs..\1011 Inn AHmiC"'

20.000

Rl'emdc, C ~ 91~0.1

18.

..

.

Clarion Hotel San ~rnardino
295 'i l S<r«<
San Bcmanhno, t A ~2401

Doral Palm Spring< RNJrt
1,, 1>7-%7 \"ta Cbono
Cathedral C II). C \ 922 \4

X

19.000

15
IX.O!XJ

12.9%
I 100

7,4(1()
740

...

1

I of Room\ Room Rate RnnJ:e
I of Suit~ · Mn) lle Seasonnl
I of Banquet Rm,.

Capucit)

2.JJ2
175,Theatre St>l<)
:!7~ tRccepll<ml

.

loltll .\ quart• l·l'l'l of \11'1'1111!: 1- anlt/11'\

\-1t't'ting Room\: LaJ"R~l \1eet in~: Y('ar Buill
roral
Sq. ft.
La\! Reno•uted

~dd.,..,

Cit).~blte

Rtm~•·c/11.•

2l9

1902
2001>
7

2l

·'

198X

Fo~tcr H(llth lntt:mJttOnal

San Bl'matdmo. CA

\kn,tan llou:·J.. &

IW8

-'

Genentl \.1nna~er
('orncntion ('ontuct

\m cniti~

Phone/ Fa\:
Mail Add...,.,,

2954 Rc,lauranh. Wcdchng Chapel, DSI
J o.,.ph \\ancha
Olymp1c S11t:- Pool. Kelt) 's Sp.1.
D,t\ uJ Diomcde:s
\\'"''"''Internet. Aorport Shuttk.(9~ 1178HI100n8~ ~'25
Conc1cr~c

1996

19S~

$20~

olllitw<'cl IIIIJ>II"I' ''I

ll.CR.FP.uS.H.
1.1 N.R.H ,W.X
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Visitors and Convention Bureaus
Big Bear

Ontario

B1g Bear Chamber of Commerce
630 Banlcll Rd .. P 0 Bln 2860.
Btg Bear La~c. C/\ 9:!315
(<J(l\1) X66-4607 • f·ax (909) X66-5412
E\ec Director· Sar,t Russ
sruss(a btgbearchamber.com

Ont~tno ( onvcntmn ·md Vt-.Jtur-. BurL.lU

2000 I ~ht Convcntaon Center \Va)

Ontann, C/\ 91764
(\I(Jll) 917 1(XJO ·I a\ (lJil\1) <n 7-10KO
C;M/I·.xcc Dorcctor Hoo Brov.n

Snlar k.hlljehmiraki
Nancy fl\her
<'XI'II J81 t>I81'1RI Wt>l
Stll.trKhajehmlrall(a can.hlml...net

H• 1.00
Su1ette Km.u...c-Schmtdt

~.P,T.R.X.Ii

(760)122 71KXlm2-M53

Lake
Arrowhead
l akc f\rrowhead Communoltcs

San Bernardino

C'om~ntton and Vl\ttors Bureau
1955 Hunts Lane, Stc I 0:!
San Bernardino. CA 92408
(800) 867-8366 • Fa' (909) 888-S<J<JX
Convcnt•on Sales Manag~r Mcli"a Carey

KelloAA-\\est Con(. Center & l.odge
1XOI W Temple A•<
Pomona. CA 9176X

20
16.000

2.N20
250

1972 Cal Poly Pomona Foundauon
2(1(16
Pomona. CA

~~

Complete Mectmg Pad..i.li:!C\,

WND

And.) Abelman

Fuii-Se"·Jte Conference Center.
Shdl) \\-,,1-.h
B.F.H.l.N.P.R.RS.S.X
('Xl'll 869·2222/ll6~·1!126
k \\C\t(a nupomona.edu

21.

22.

5.4011
700

I QK I

The Waltm Co.

1991

Be,erly Holh, CA

Palm Sprinll' llilton
4(}() E. T.ohquur C.myon W.t)
Palm Spnngs. CA lJ2:!6~

I0
15.000

Lake Arro,.head Resort
27%4 liw1. IX9
Lal.e Am>., head. CA 92352

9

JQH2

Pacafic Capual

11.000

201l6/2007

Ro<cv<lle. Ca

C.CR.FP.(,S.H.l.L.
N.P.R.T.W.X

2o0
71
10
162

Aflab Dada
John M.m.h.all

(7601 ;120.61!68 '320· 2126
$t29 1,195

II
n/a

CR.F.FP.GS.H.
l.l..N.P.R.RS.T
OC.SD.ST

Peter llenr.)
lloll} K<i10
<<Xl'l> J36·1511n44·302J

12
12.000

24.

Hilton San Bernardino
2K5 E. Hospouhty !.an<
San Bemardmo. CA 9240R

13
12.1KIO

lS.

Hlhon Ontario Airport
700 N Hoven Ave
Ontano, CA 91764

14
10,179

23.

1>,000
600

19KI/19S5
2005/1991

Sh<lo hu11,lnc.
- Portland, OR

2'10
12

5.000
600

$99-195 Complimentary Breakfa\1 Butfel,
Heinz J . Gehner
Compliment;lr)' Pickup & Delivery to
o.ul!e1 A~IOfi!J
Ontano Airport. Free Hogh,peedt909l 598 701>0/598·'654
lntemet Acce'' pomonahlll!op(a:'hllomn\.COm

1982
2006

S.B. Hotel Corp.
L<>. Angeb. CA

240
II
11

$119-195

19R5

Prudcnual Real E'ute
P..moppany. NJ

l(l<)

S95·165

1'199

P.GS.R.\\.H.RS.CR.I.S.
Tim Jenkins
Dael Stmnge
X.L.N.SD,FP.Mm< Fndg<
Comp. AM Coffe<
(9!J9) 889·01W381-2713
JSBHI Sale.adm(a hollon.com
Robert Smil
Oonna &pana
(909) 980-0-100/948·9309

P.F.C.R.X.ST.GS,F,
V..II.RS.CR.I.S,
L.N.SD

15

Palm Springs

Palm Springs Desert Resorts

Visitor lnlormal10n & R~servation C~ntcr
290 I i'. Palm Canyon Dr

C. VA

Palm Spnngs. lA 92262
(760) 778 84 18 • ra\ (760> \25-4335
C'omau Ron Pantag
lpcr~OVlt:h(a [Jalm S[lrtllgs.org

DoubleTroe Hotel-Claremont
555 W Footholl Blvd.
Oaremoo1. CA 91711

6
'1995

Nortbwoods Raort & Conferenee Cntr. 9
'¥7. 40650 Villogt" DrJPO Bm 2941
9.000
B•g Bear Lake, CA 92315

3700
400

4.000
J().4{)()

Claremont Star
N/A

190
4
6

$109 J09

2006

Pool. locum.
Fitne\\ Room. Brcal.:.fa\1 &
Dmner Avaolable

1'196
2()()6.2007

North .. oo<h Re10rt
B1g Bear Lale. CA

148

$109+

B.C.CR.F,FP.GS.
H.I .LSP.R

1961

q

Andrew Behnke
John Gutzlhatler
(909) 445-182J/445·1N29
l.inda Bakrr
~!A

(9(JQ)

866-3121/866-145 1

1nfo@ northwoc..ld\re\ort.com

28.

Phanooh's Water & Tbeme Park
II 0 I N Cahfomoa St.
Redland , CA 92374

4

6.000

K.OOO

1996
N/A

Ayana M1111agcmc:nt
Redland<. CA

N/A
N/A
4

AUdiO,

Video. Full Calenng.
Bar

na
N/A
(909)335· 7275/307 2622
pharaohslo~tkmgdom.com

lt.

Jt.

lloldlly lu Palm Sprinp-City Center 5
1800 East Palm Canyon Drive
7.~00
Palm Springs. CA 92264

Highland Springs Re<;Ort
10600 H1ghland Spnng' Ave.
Cherry Valley, CA 92221

Spa a - t c.a.o

31. 100 N. Indian Canyon Drive
PaJm Sprinp. CA 92262
32.

Indian Wells Re<ort Hotel
Hw) Ill
lnd1an Well<. CA 92210

76-661

3.105
300 (Banquet I

1969
2007

Mr.D<1hl
San D~<:go, CA

ELC

229
20

.I(J(J(Tllrakr Style)

S99 189 Olympoc S!L< Pool . 2 Therap) Jacun"· John Yzagurre
5 Hole Pult<ng Green. His & Her1
Barbara Lyons
Saunas. Mos<age Therapy (760) 323-17llt'322·1075
BL)on>(a hopulm,.com

6
6.500

2..1()()
250

1884
1970

6

1.800
200

1963Asua Caliente Development Auth.
1993
Cahfom1a

218
10
4

$59·189

6,.500

CR.P,FP,GS.H.RS.R.N.
P.I.S.X.F,SA.SD

7
6.000

4.800
380

1987
2!100

t~5

na

G.GS.P.R.L.F.X.S.I
RS.T.CR.W.H.
C.N.FP.CB

•llluiMss S,mu C.:CI1'tf.lt1J~ CB CoMp/UMitkUV CotthNiflal BJWltftut. CH C~ Cod:Jall How.
lDwii".Jri•Notl SMtMMtllootru OCr:rbatsllk C'4krlltt. P POQ/. R RnltJIIrd/14 RS•Roo.Sirvtu S..S,.:..

L.RK We\l , lnc.
Indo an Well<. CA

$55·90

29
7

Olympoc Pool. Jacuw, Sauna.>.
John Kim
H1gh & Low Rope' Cour,e, fenm!.
Nancy Mc:Guue
Courts. li1kong Traols.
(951) 845-1151/845·80')0
Hor:;cback R1des
~iaJes(li h\re,ort.com
Julius Kazrn
Mary Clarl
<760> 778-1500n78• 521
Brad Weimer
Kn\U Pneto
<760> 14S-M66nnsosJ
krisu(a mdian"'ellsresort.com

CR~orptWtllt

SA.-s--. SD

IWIIJ, F•FilMu Focdm, FPztFrrt PlriUI1 G-Golf CotcrU' GS-Gi/1 Slrop. Hc=Hat/jcapphl R(}("llfiS, 1~111·Room MIJ'ti~s.
Smior Discovltu, SR SltdM R~ STr=Salll/il, Tt'ln"UIOfl. T•Tt'MlS W•Wutn.d PacluJ8ts, XcTrGJU/n-sfront N('ilrtll Atrptm

!A ::::Not Appltcubl~ WND " Ould nnl DtKfou no • nM ul·arluhl~ 17rt mfomumon m rh£ alkH·t /1\1 ~llJ ohtwntd from rht com1~nu•s i11trd. To tht' bt.st of f•ur A:nnwltdflt rht mfortn(Jiion .tupplitd u arcuratt ur ofprt\S tlmt' Whilt
, try dim'' ffkldt' to tnJWt tht' Ut curacv unJ thoroughnns of tht lw. omruron.t und typographual trmrJ tomtllmn on ur. Pltatt und corrtctioru (Jr adduioru on rompan_o; ltttrrhtad rn: fM Inland F.mptrt Burint.u Journal. P.O
ot /'179, Randw Cucamonf/a. CA 91729·1979. R,uarth'<i h1 Jannr• Damum. CoplfiKhl 2(X)/j bv 1£81

Vl\tlllr .md Toun"n Counctl Chatr·
Mar~ Goldberg

7010 Htghv.ay Ill
Rancho Mirage. CA 92270
(760> 770-9000 • htx (760) 770·9<Xll
Prc,tdcnt: Jeff Becklcman

Riverside
Convention Bureau
3750 Lntver-tty Ave. , # 17'i
Rtverside. CA 92501
<951) :!22-47(XJ • Fax (951) 222-4712
l ·xecuttve Otrector· Debhic Megna
dmegna(lllinkltne .com

Temecula

Idyllwild

Temecula Va11cy Chamber of Commerce
26790 Ync~ Ct
Temecula. C A 92591
(951) 676-5090 • Fax (951) 694-020 I
Prestdent : AI tee Sulltvan
mlo(lL temecula.org

ldyllv.tld Chamber of Commerce
Rtdgevtev. Dr. and Hwy 243
P.O. Box 104. ld}ll" ild. CA 92549
(8RRl 659 3259 • Fax <909) 659 6216
Conlact Bill Tnplen
mfo@idyllwtldchamber.com

UCLA forecast ...
continued from page 2()

ontanoh1ltongm(a ih-corp.C.:(lffi

26.

1<J'i E. L.tthan Ave . Hemet. (A 925.14
(951) 765-:!100 • Fax (951 l 65X 1607

tnfo(a lakcarrov.head net

JKetf(a lare\ort.com

Shilo llilhop SaikS & Sbilo Holel
3101 Temple Ave
Pomona. CA 9 1761!

Hemet

Cham her of Commerce
I'.O.Box219
1 .tkc /\rnmhead. C/\ <J2Yi2
(909) 117 1 I 'i • !·ax (\109) .136·1 'i4X
Mrktmg D<rector: Leslie S<llnt Mcl.cllan

'Ulttle.krJu<ot-(n thrco.com

20.

Victor Valley

Vi ciOn t11c Ch.unbo r of Cornmer··c
14174 Green Tree Bhd
Victorvtllc. CA 92.192
(760) 245-6506 • Fax (760) 245·6505
Contact: Mtchelc Spears
vvchambcr@ vvchamber.com

\\ ww mt~\IOnmn.com

('R.F.FP.<;.GS.I

Rr-~orh

V.a,hmg<on D.C.

April 200B

hilling 5.9% in December and
January. Jan Ha1z1us of
Goldman
Sachs
said he
believes the Californ1a's economy to be "tanking." The
Financial Times reports that
"California, the biggest state
economy m the U.S .. is either
in recession or on the brink
many
economists
now
believe." Increases in unemployment. while often associated with economic contraction,
are not always so. We have
been lookmg at the weak housing market and the collapse of
the sub-prime industry and
thetr disconnect to other parts
of the economy for over a year.
The •mpltcatiOn to us was higher unemployment. but no contraction in employment 1n the
state. These unemployment
numbers arc consistent w1th
our
forecast
from
last
December and do not give us

pause to alter the forecast significantly. What they do. 1s
cause us to ask, where are the
unemployed and why if we arc
having growth is the unemployment
rate
so
badly
behaved?
First let's take a look at the
facts. Cali Forni a has been
adding to its work force at the
rate of 72,000 workers per
quarter in 2007. almost one and
a half times faster than in 2006.
What has happened to these
288,000 new labor force
entrants? Many found JObs, but
not all. The California economy only created a net 26,000
jobs per quarter last year,
46.000 shy of what would have
been required to keep the
unemployment rate from going
up. Even at 2006 levels of
labor force growth. this disparity would cause an increase 111
unemployment. When growth
111 the labor force exceeds
growth 111 the population. as It
dtd in 2007, the labor force
parllcipalion rate goes up. Th1s

occurs sometimes in a bad
labor market as families try to
field multiple workers to make
ends meet. but the usual
response is for participation
rates to go down. Prior to 1970,
when women in the labor force
were less common. there were
recessions where increased
unemployment
brought
increased labor force participation. Smee then, 111 every recession. with the exception of the
second dip of the double dip
recessiOns of '81 and '83. has
seen labor force participation
rates decline with deterioratmg
labor markets. The reason 1s
that in a tough labor market.
people lookmg for a JOb and
not finding one get dtscouragcd and go do something else.
Thej might stay in school
longer, go to law or graduate
school. dec1dc the time 1s right
to pursue some creative or
entreprcncunal mterests. do
volunteer work. or postpone
comtng back tnto the labor
force after staymg home w1th

the k1ds.
One docs not expect labor
force partiCipation to go up
when labor demand is going
down unless there is a philosoph•cal change in attitudes
towards market-based work.
The year 2007 d1d not see such
a change occur. We know that
there are weak localt.rcd labor
markets 111 California. Those
areas most ex posed to
the
housing cnsis. the Central
Valley. Inland Empire. and the
Central Coast. as well as
Orange County did not add
much if an) JObs to their
regiOns in the 2007. So. logic
telh us that the regiOns of
California which were growmg
might be doing sufficiently
well to mduce people away
from school. art. and home productiOn and into the market
place to create the double
growth of unemployment and
employment.
The real story of cmplO)co111i11ued on pag<' 29
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Top Travel Agencies
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COMPUTERS/TECHNOLOGY

RcmAt•d lly s,/n m th • f lllwul /;'mpir• 1:!111!71
Com pan~
'\amt \ddrt'''
Cit) Stutel/ip

1007

Sp<."t:iLIItic'

Uu"'im.·.., \1h .
Corpomtc

1.~-

Sonrr

lop l.t)('U).

l'hone ~ ,.,,
f.- \11111 \ddre"

Corpora1e, Groups.
\1ettmg ln~..·tnii\C' ,

Sabre

t! mllla,lo

19-IOinJond F.rnp1re Blvd Str- 110
Ono>no, C A 41764

Sum~ard .\dH~nlu~Curl-,on

<'lll'll-1~' 1lotv'!41-07Il

S~l\m-.

\ta:\ima
3.

nogonlit l n nel 9 'm!lhon

Tra,~l

lnccnlt\c 1 raHI. Crui\C\,
('.mbbean, II<~"'- all .
Clwup, CorporalcTr.l\el

4

144:!0 l+~""ortll St .NHH
\1un:no \.all~' CA ()25'\ '\

- \mtrkan f . 'P~'

~

60C.

nulhon

17}7 ~l.lm Stn"<"l. #101
Ra,ersltk . Co\ <~~SOl

0\\fk'l"'

(95 11 1>97-6~95/697 oX'IX
lr.l\cl(a 'unward .com
l'e~~ Sorton

Corporate.

<.iahlco

lnccnll\e-..

40'

:l•on om

Brian Kerr'Gar)' Da\ i'

\.k\ll'(l,

( lnde~nden1 Agent-.)

Pre idt·nt

(951 I 7S4-9~W/7K4-6lJIX

Group-.

m.txuna.tra.. el(a alt.net

4.

\U· \\&)\ Tra't'V.\mericlln 1: 'PI"'e"\' lhnel
1~71 \\ 7th So
l pland. ('AYinb

Cnu'\.t" \,t~..atlon, ,
Cu-.1om1rt"d Tour
Po.u..-... age!'.

7 ~ nllllll}IJ

Jack "nr\ha"
Own'-'r

(9!¥11 'IX I X ~4/94Q ~750
Jad(n all -"·')'tra\e)~,;()ln

5.

6.

Laurn·, Trnu.•l Senict:. Inc.
l'IH C1trus \'e
Redland,, CA 92l7l

7nHihon

Carbon 'Wagon lit Tra"eVt. niH!rc.il) Tnt\tl
24~QQ Ia) h)r St
l oma l•nd.l.. \A l)~.'\~-l

lnter"'Orld Tra,tl &. 'Tnu~

7.

5 Ci m1lhon

Excl'llent ('u-.lomcr 'it"rvict"
S~cml lnttre~t Group\,
lnccnll\e' Tra.. el

Saon:

40%
20%

~Groupl

Sabn-

40
hO%

h

-\\13.

\ou Tnncl, Inc.
Sunn)mc:3d Bhd, S1< B
\1oreno \alit), CA 9:!55.~

Surel~

4417
laur.t(ll laur<~:!.tr.tvcl.~.; rn

Cher) I 1-Jnrri"'on
Prc"'•den1

Group Cnu\C'.

Fanul} Reumom. Alumni,

(909, l%-x~nW-n757

Bu ... mc-.s lnceniiH.''

ulra\el(n t.:arl\lHllra,dxom

IZKntt~oc-. r\ustrah!l :'\~ /.ealand

l.inda Parri"'h

Ha"-.111. Jam.uc.:.t. Lurpt'M.' South
\rneril-a, Chma. Crmses

Pn•,ulclll

~

Corporate Tm\t), lnd Cnuses,
Eun1pe lla"-.111 ,

Saorc

mdlwn

24<l()~

\madeus

Shirle) Jenc..(:n
O"'n•·r,Pre~oHknl

(9511 ·IX5 llX ,.:!4l-0117

\.1t:\ICO

~hlrle)@"urt:"

\ITS fra>el
9.

Afri~.:,t.A'>ta,

4 million

420 \\ Basel me Rd., Soe D
flamnont, CA '11711

\1~-.,,onaf)

\\agonlit Tra,eVfra,cl :\pi"'e'\
Ave Ste 0
Cl.m:monl, CA 91711
Cad~n

10.

\1.

(90<1J'lJ3·i~5In93

(90')) ')S7 9000/9~7.-4000
hnda(a mtc
'dlfJ' ' ours com

Alta Lorna. C·\ qpnl

8.

1.) ndn Schaur
PrCJ.~t.JenUG

Ha"'-.ui, \.1C'\1co. T.liuu,

Eumpc-.

..wr:c

5 ! mllhon

f>745 (llllX"hon

,\polio

\\"0

10%

4 m1lhon

Sa~re

70%

21~ )ale

\hm;>Solt IE.,

OutiO<'~. Ofl~e.:e

))OUtra\d com

Ye\lmda Kader
Br.mth \tanager
190'11 1>21 (l'l47to21-II~O~

Tra.. el

\lar<.ha Coiling
Pre.. uknl
('Xl'JI n!5-l771/o~4-5C~KI

Prefell<d Sandals lkxhes \gene)

Hone) moon,, Cru•...e' H~tv.a11.
MeXIco. Canbboan

-.aJe-.(n;,\\Uro~\e 1 :\prC'ss ~.:um

II.

("..,lden Glob< Tra•el Bu,..au
202 Inland Cente$ \!all
San Bemardmo. CA 92408

\polio

I.X million

H:t\\ m, Europe \.le:\u,:o.
Dtscoum~d

lntcm31lonaf \1r Fare
Dt~·t:oumed SlU<knl r\tr Fare.

Soulh Pac1flc Air Fan: All Crui'ies

Bilal BanJet'e
Pres1d<.·n1
(909) RX9-9924!XX9-125K

ggtbsh(dl.lol.com

1\ t Appllrablt ".\D Hil&da' 1101 DtJclost na not mad,Jhlt fu •rifori1Ullwn m tht lhcr~e /111 wos tJ/JimMd jrrmr Iht' ct»np(Jnu J IJHt'd To tht· "'"of our ..lnm\ It d~t' tht mfornullwn ruppflt d u m ,·uralt• O\ oj prt \\ llmt• Ulult
nt'n ~!fort 1.1 madr tn ttUUrt' rhe tiCCIJwn and thom1J~h11ns nftlu li\1. l'mlwonJ mltll\ptJ~rtlphltol t'Tmrl wmthmt'1 c~cllr. Pit tlff' stnJ ccJrrt1 twru or aJdumru on compam lettahead Ill. Tht•lnlafkl Emplrt' Hullnt'\1 JcmrnLJ! PO
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AOL
would
not
worh:.
Attachments and the addre~s
book were the biggest problems.
Oh sure. there were workaround programs. ways to make
AOL do what you wanted even
if 1t didn't want to. These
worked. but they made me wonder 1f the ability to run AOL on
a Mac was cnd111g.
Well. somebody up 111
Cupert111o must be rcad111g my
column because by the middle
of February, Apple put out an
upgrade for Leopard. OS X
10.5.::! fi>.es most of the problems
I
had
descnbed.
Attachments now attach. The
address book nov. accepts
addresses. The need to do more
click-and-drag than you should
have to 1s gone.
The strange part about this is
that MacWorld, the Bible of all
things. Apple s111gs the pra1scs
of th is update for its changes in
things like the hicrarch1cal
stacks and the translucent menu
bar. The:r said nothing about fixing AOL.
There is still some bad news.
here. AOL has been sendmg out

continued from page 27
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I recently took. Apple to task.
for putting out the new OS X
I 0.5 with so many bugs that my
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1. Leopard

beta tests of a new desktop. Take
my word for ll, you don't want
to download th1s. It loses e-maiL
It prevents you from read111g email. Worse yet. ll makes 1t
imposs1hle to send e-mail.
This Is especially true of
Word documents that you attach
and send. Microsoft has just
come out with the new Office 08
for Macs, but almost everything
I have sent out has arrived
unopenable. I get complaints
back all day. At least I know
they arc getting m:r stuff. Still 1t
does me no good if what I send
can't be read.
At the same lime I ha\ c
found that man) attachmenh
that I receive are being changed
or corrupted. Can you understand how frustrating it is when
I tell people to send me the1r
stuff in rv!S Word because it is
jumbled. and the) respond that
they DID send 1t out m Word.
I have gone back. to the old
AOL format and dumped the
beta test desktop to avoid confusion and loss. I then called AOL
to complain.
Their response was "Well
you have to understand, this is a
beta test." I guess that excuses
bad service.

2. The new DVD C hamp
I recently wrote of the battle
for your It\ 111g room between
the Blu-ray format for DYDs
and the HD DYD. Contach at
local retailers would not d1scuss
the matter with me and I was
reluctant to make a call myself
because of my bad luck 111 the
Betamax vs. YHS wars of the
80s. Well, the unofficial results
arc 111. A Warner Bros. rcprescntallve has stated, "A two-format
landscape has led to consumer
confus1on and 111d1fference."
With that Warner Bros. has
announced a decisiOn to go fully
with Blu-ray. Thus it would
appear that v.e ha>e seen the last
of the HD DYD format.
Besides, there are nevv contenders for the same dollar.
On Demand, which Is one of
the functions of your cable
channel I selection. has mov1es
available for $3.99 on the day
they come out 111 DYD. Of
course. you only sec them once
unless you record them on your
old videotape machine or your
new TiYo machme_ Then of
course, TiYo and its competitors, like YoDo. can also sell you
video content for downloading.
Or you can subscribe to a
service like Netscapc to send

you DYDs Apple now rents
movies through it\ iTunes service. You have 30 days to watch
these. hut once you start it. you
have to complete It 111 24 hours
or It will delete itself.
Still, content dellvery is
becommg one of the new servICe bus111csses of the 21st century. Some On Demand services
even relea\e films before thc:r
hit the theater. Note that these
are mostly 111dcpendent producllons. Don't be looking for an
advance scrcen111g of the new
Batman or Indiana Jones'
mov1es. They won't be out until
May. If you want to watch them
111 your hvmg room carl). you
will have to buy one of those
bootleg cop1es that the gu:r outside the laundromat 1s selling.
(I told one of those guys that
what he was doing was illegaL
and he told me that it was hardly a cnme compared to what the
b1g companies do. I think I
would like to go to his church).
1 will have more for you
about the new Leopard system
next time. as well as news about
the new MS Office for Mac
2008.
Till then it is good to know
that someone up in Silicon
Valley is reading this column.
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ment in California In the 4th
quarter is the unevenness of the
growth. When looked at by
reg10n s, we see Los Angeles
and the Bay Area doing reasonably well, San Diego and
Inland Empire in the posllivc
zone, and the balance of the
state limpmg along between
posiuve and negative or just
negative _ On a year-over-year
basis,
California
gained

I 04.000 JObs in Q4 2007 _ Most
of these were in Los Angeles
and the Bay Area.
From the 3rd quarter to the
4th quarter the Inland Empire.
hard hit by the slowdown in
container imports, and heavy
ex posure to sub-prime and
other exotic mortgage financing, showed signs of JOb
growth. In part, this is due to
the fact that employment, as
reported in the household survey, is by residence of the
employee and there arc a large
number of Inland Empire resi-

dents commutmg to Los
Angeles. The other source of
JOb growth came from the servICe sectors catching up to the
rapid growth in the population
(the region grew by 34 7,000
people from 2005 to 2007).
So, a little less than half of
the increase in unemployment
in California is due to the
111land regions. central coast
and Orange County where
employment IS contractmg.
Looked at this way, the sharp
nse of unemployment 111
'California 1s less a symptom of

a state slipping into a recessiOn
as it is a manifestation of a
state compnsed of many different
regiOnal
economies.
Finall). we should comment on
the JOb loss reported for
January. On a seasonally
adjusted basis the state lost
about 20.000 JObs This 1s
roughly the amount or job\ lost
in the movie industl) alone due
to the WGA strike. Smce the
WGA stnk.c was a temporary
work stoppage. and is nov. settled. we do not read too much

continued 011 page 30
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into this o ne month job decline.

Forecast and Conclusions
Our forecast is for a very
weak California economy in
008. The double whammy of
on s tr uction and financial
c ti vities job Joss will continue
d rag a t the economy, keep-

ing overall job growth slightly
negative for two more quarte rs.
The unemployment rate will
top out at 6.3% by the end of
the year, and real income and
real taxable sales will both
show smal l losses in the first
half of the year.
Yet, we maintain that this
very
lackluster
economy
should not be described as a
recession . First and foremost ,
there has never been a

Richard Klein
General Manager
(951) 1>65·1 ()()()/065· 1151

..sobob.a.com

Da>id Fendrick
GenfrJI Manai!cr
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N
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71>0) 775·551>6(175-2220

y

w\\w.'opotllght29.com

California recession without a
national recession, and we are
not forecastin g a national
recession. While the continuing loss of mortgage-related
employment does fit our conceptual model of a structural
shock to the economy (like
1990 and 200 I ), both the current state of the California
economy and our forecast fall
short of the weakness in previous historical episodes th at

for more information,
contact Patrick at 1-631744-9100
or
visit
www.ProsperousBoomer.com

Guasti District were all part of
the evening assembly.
Other smaller. or at least
less known support companies
were also there to be counted
111.
It should be noted that
other cities around the Inland
Empi re have adopted the video
screen presentation for their
State of the C ity lunches, but
the theme of most remains
"Crime IS dow n- Busmess 1s
up." U ltimately, M ayor Leon
would appear to be right when
he calls his city, a nd it 's airport. the mac hme th at drives
the lnland Empire.
I f mo m e ntu m ca n help
Ontario surv1ve the next 18 to
24 m onth s, then the city could
we ll come out of th ings as the
undisputed capi ta l of the
In la nd Empire.
J u st watch out for those
alligato rs.

\1astandm~

Raymo nd Del Fiandra
General Manager
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UCLA forecast...

your expenses and a hog with
your savings. Put it away till il
hurts. It ' ll pull your bacon out
of the fire in a recessiOn.
There you have it, folks - a
basic, commonsense gu1de to
recessiOn-proofing your business. In reali ty, doing this will
improve every aspect of the
business and boost your bottom
line. It's just like the guy who
painfully banged h1s head
against a walL W hen he was
asked why he docs th is, he
replied, " Because it feels good
w hen I stop."
It will fee l good when you
get this done. and you 'II sail
through the nex t recession w1th
a smile.

cofllinucd jimn page 25
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For more information. please
VISit ltww.Burrus.com or call
262-367-0949.
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More Salel> in Your Future
Successful salespeople know
that in order to stay on top, they
need to keep abreast of trends
and changes in their industry.
Only then can they stand out and
be a true solutions prov1der for
the ir prospects and customers.
T herefore. the more you
understand and adapt to today's
current business trends, the better
your sales will be-today and in
the future.

survzvzng
recesszon ...

2WINn70·2.~71

Btngo, Slot'.
BlackJack.

BlackJac~.

Most salespeople sell the curren t benefits of what they do. But
your customers already know the
current benefit you offer. One of
the reasons c ustomers leave you
fo r a competitor 1s that you
haven 't cemented the future benefit you can bring them. Your
goal as a salesper;on should be to
establish a long-tenn, problemsolving rdauonsh1p with customers rather than a short-tenn
transaction. Your most profitable
customer is a repeat customer.
The refore. you want customers
to see the benefit you can give
them over lime, not JUSt in the
present. You want to show how
the products and services you
offer are gomg to be evolvmg
with their needs. In other words,
you want to sell the evolution of
your products or serv1ces.
Unfortunately, most salespeople don 't know their future
benefit. T herefore, you need to
Sit down w ith your fe llow sales-

people <md create J list of future
benefits that you have for your
customers. Also, talk to the people developing the products and
services and get an idea of where
the} 're taking them. Realize that
you' re mo re like ly to deliver
future benefits if you think of
them ahead of t1me. As a s1de
benefit, this kind of dialog wi ll
also help internal communications within the company.

Ste- e Pen hall
Gt'~ral

W\\ v.
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Indian Gaming Facilities
Ca,mo
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we' ve chosen to labe l recess ion s . Both s tati sti ca lly and
conceptually, tod ay\ economy
is some thing ne w - stinky, but
new. Based on compa ring the
curre nt economy to past recess ion e pisodes, we once again
conclude that real estate weakness will remain a significant
drag on the economy, leaving
us treading water in 2008 b ut not sl ipping under the
waves into recession .
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www.su b l ease.com

And it's looking for professionals like you.
You don't need tu gu 1a• to ftnd a
career w11h an nrovat1ve, grow•ng
company ESRI, the world·s lead nq
developet of geograprtC ,nformatton
system (GIS) mapp1ng software,
IS located nght rere 10 toe Inland
Emptre W·•" arn Jal revenues of
more than S6t0 m•llton, ESRI employs
4.000 people worldw•de-1 ,700 of
whom are based tn Redlands

We are looktng for qualtf,ed
profess1onals •n the areas of
•
•
•
•
•
•

We offe• an attract•ve compensal on
and bereftts package along Wt'~
ongo,ng cateer and personal
development opportuntt•es
Employees can also enJOY the
conver•ence of our raft> Wtth a
Starbucks co' fee ba• and Keep tn
sl-ap{' at our or·s1te gyrT'

V1s1t www.esri.com/ careers to
dtscovet who we are and why we re
so exoted about what we do.
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Shoppm~.

c; R...-~t.lUraJlh. Sp..t., 16 Poclls,
:) Goll Couf't:S, Goll & Jenm~ St::h(xlls

KSL Rl·c.:re.atll)ll Corp.
LaQumt.l CA

CNL

Re"''"

f·lond.a

2006
\.1arnott HoteJ,fRewrts/Suitt:'Jo
\\a-.hmgton. D.C

410

W'oO

-\mC'ncan Propert) \1grnm.

154
2'\0

1<187

La Juya. CA

1996

37~

S69·22.'

12

400

19M
199S

l3X
13M

$145·1,020
1986

40(}+

1998

\lark \in

27 Holes Golf (2 Spoct.tl Packages),
12 Tcnm._, Court\ (Special p,,cka~l'), 9 Pool,,
Spa (J Pad..age,). Children's Program

HoU'..e Rc,orh
Ktrkl•md, WA

SX'I 110
1979
199S

T BA
Gencr.ll \1.111.1'-!L'r
t7t\OI 564. 769~
(1601 564· "n25

2 AdjJcent Champ!Oil,hlp Golt C'ou.-...e-.,
\ndre\\ Stegen
7 Tc:nn" Court"'. 8 PooJ.... Sp.t & F11ne.... Center,
(602) 955-6600
tt\02) lX I· 7600
La\\ n C'he'' & CI'OlJUCt
rc,cf\latlon-.(a JnlonabJitmore.tom

~oble

22
'\'\0

prime lli'l.l.om

(4X0) 941·K200
(4XIll '147-1311
thL·phocniCJan.com

18-llole Pulling Course 6 Tenm\ Courts.
Oc:.tch. 6 Pool,, Spa. Fllne\\ Center.
Volleyball. \-1anna. B1qcle Rentah

Ge-off You ng
CXCXI) :44 ~626
C~5Rl 581 '\924

27 Hoi"' Golf !Spe<tal P.Kkagc),
(Special Package), 2 Pool>. Fuii·Sorvtco
::!~Tennis Coun~. European Spa

(7(\0) ~68·2727

\ ictor \\-oo
[760) 'o8-~R45

CA 'l~270

Palm Spnng,. CA 9:!:!62

9.

4~0

lnlemallOn.tl, Inc.
\\a.,hmgton. [)('

M~1mott

Staf'\\ood Hotels & R~c.ms
:'\iew Yorl

~XI

San Diogo Paradi_. Point Re;ort &. Spa 4011
14Q.I \\. \acallon Rd.
IOl
San Otego. (' .>. 92 Hl<l
407

Rancho

8.

I 2!Kl

The Phoenician
bOOO E. C'JuneJN<: k Rd
~ot l'odalc:.

6.

~175-470

Soh<k

lhi9J 0 '11 '111
(hl4) 2q1 15R4

Grand \h.amp1ons, Ll C'
lndwn \Velh. CA

Hosted by
Cliff Cum mings and Bill Ant hony

(76()) 122.6(K)(]

Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date?

Don Ponniah

Avallablt·.::! Outdoor lcnms ( ouns.
2 Pools, lle<Jith C'lul> & Spa.

(4~0) 947-~4(KI

Shop~

Does it take forever to get your website updated?

HSO) 946-1524
doubli·tret'hntd• .com

lh Holt:' Goll, 12 T~nni' loun ....
20 Pn..,·at~ V1lla\

Is your web staff overworked?

Allen Far ucel
7 6<1
41 !KKJ

We can help!

176<1) .568 2236
\ 1enstan Hotels & Rescns
\\-a,h1ngton. DC

27 Holes Uoll • Spec tal Pad a~< ,
10 fenr11s Courti cS~dul Pad;.agc)
I R.OOO S~. Ft \kt·llng Spat·e

~9·129

Kl \\e>t L.L.C

1'>70
1995

Oregon

Pool,::! Sp.t"'. \1.J~'agc F.l~Jhlle-"· E:u·rci'C Room.
Saun.L,, 2 Rc~taur.uH,, Ci1ft Shop. \hm Rdrigenuors.
Coffee \tal~rs. H.ur Df)ef'>. IronS/Board~

Agua ( .thente DevC'Iopment t\uth.
( lltforma

28'\

67 967 \"ta ( hmo

Cha llenging you r thoughts in rel ation t o
business, politics, economic condition s and
the general bu siness life of Sa n Bernardino
and Riverside counties.

(760 122-5)51

Packag~'

'ear Fme

Tuesday Evenings, 8:30 PM

Duane Rohdbaugh

Spa. Pool. Rest.mranl,
Pool Bar. K1ddie Pool w/Watcr f·eatun:..,,
Putting G~~n

Golf

KTIE Radio
590AM

Cathedral City, CA 92214

E lic /.od

•c~~er Strategies:;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;,· •

(76(11 322 7!XKJ
17601 322-~S'\ 1

doralpalm!>.pnn,Q,.L:OITl
Holida~

12.

1.'.

14.

Inn Palm Sprinl!' Cit~ Ctr.
IXOO E Palm Can)Oil Dr
Palm Spnngs, CA 92264

260
14

Spa RO<oOrt Casino
ICKJ '\ Indian Canyon Dr
P;.lm Spnngs. CA 9~262

218
10

S89·129

2!Kl

2007

\1iramontt RO<oOrt

222

xo

1'161

Hotels & Reson
"''tlwaukee, WI

Mon:n~

45WO lndtan \\ ells
lndiiDl Wells, CA 92210

Jo hn \ zaguirre
I '6() , 121 I 'II
(760) .122·1075
p'\ramad<JW aol.com

Spa Patk.tgcs, C'asmo. 24-Uour Room Service,
'\tghtly Tumdo" n. Coflee,

(701)) 77R.J500

Rctngcmtor

(760J '"X· I '\'I

16 Hole' Goll (Spoctal
2 Pool,, Sp.t

Juliu\

K a.~er

Dan K a ntm t .;;k i

Packa~e).

(76()) 141 '~CKl
(760) '\(>8.()541

ww\\-.mlr.mlonterc,on.com

15.

l.ake Arrowlwad Rooort
27984 Hwy. 18'1
Lake A nowhead, C A 92352

163

$ 129·1.1'15

II

l'JX2

250

2!l()(>-2(K17

Pu,-,nc Carma!
Ro ev 1llr-. C::a

~ull Duy Spa & Gym. Be.tch, Dod. Pool
Spa'io, G.1me Room, R~taurant Bu,mcss Center
Bar, Coffee llou,e, Jan Lounge, Gift Shop

17.

The Boulder\ Resort
3-1611 'I Tom Darlington Dr.

Car~ free

Re ..on"

lt\OCa<lla.'

$175·525

~OVill."

tCa."t''" only)
1'185

Patnot Amcn,·an Ho ... pltaltt}
Phc..-ntX, A/JI)all'"· TX

$5<1-259
1987
2006

Palm Desert, C'A

Can:l...,c, AZ 85377

678

Indian Wells Re;ort Hotrl

155

71>-66 1 Hwy Ill
lndtan Wells, CA 922 10

25
70

L R.K.

We>~

Peter Henr)'
(909)

16 Hole, Goll (Spcctal Package). K Tenm< Court'

(Special Package). Pool, Spa. 5 Re.,lauranls.

316·1511

\1 ichncl H offma n

27 Holes Uolf (Spocial Package). 2 lenms Courts

Brad Weimer
)45·6466
(760) 772·'\081

(760)

hr.ICJ(a mdJanv. eiJ,reson .com

,\'or Appbcahlt' \\-".VD \{-fluid not /Jut lost> na Ml a~adahlt 7ht• informtrtwn 1n tht- abm·t Jilt lif.l{ obtui!U'd from tht compam~r lntrd. r,, 1~ bt'JI ofour J:nol-llt'dgr th~ 1njormatwn Jupplll'd n accuratt oJ ofprt~t flmt Whdt
r/fon u !1IIJih lo tn.JIUt' IN u«uracy and thnrou~~f of tM lirt CIMlJ.flOIU and 1\f'ORruphu-a/ rrmrJ tomrumn ouur. Pltm~ Jtnd wrrtcllon..t or additwm tm rompon_\ lt'ltt:rhcud to. Tht /nfa11d Fmp1re BuuneH }(lurncll. P.O.
1979. RtJncho Cucanum~a. CA 91729·1979. Rt>rarrhrd b1 }ann" /Jumwn Cop,lfl~ht ZOO/I bv lf.BJ

1)

•t

Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Design

(480) 4~8·'XXl'l
(480) 4X8·4118
w """"-theboulden. .com

De'crt Tour,, Mu,cum

!Complimentary). Pool, Spa, F itnes' Center.
Cont Breakfa\t, Counll)' C luh Privileges

Web Developrnent
Web Descgn
Oatabasing
E-Cornrnerce
Web Host1ng
G raphic Design
Corporate Identity
An1rn a ted Logos
M arket1ng C ollateral

(9091 744 JOSS
l.lfCs.on.com , web, It~)

16.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M ention this ad for a free consultation

-- Content management solutions
E-commerce tools and services
Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
Website planning, design and implementation
Website project management services
Website hosting
Custom search engines, directories and catalogs
Our content management tools can help you decouple the
look-and-feel of your site from the Informational content.
Your clerical staff can keep your content up-to-date;
they won't have to wait for your overworked web experts
to do it.
For more info see us at www.csz.com
Call today for a free consultation!

909-920-9154 x27
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RedFusion Media wins five
ADDY®awards

Walgr<'ens. \\ashington \1utual
<Uld Archibald\ Restaur,ml. ~h1ch
\\ere not pan of the sale.ll1e propcny
\\as bu iIt in 2(X)5 and was I 00
contilllt('t/from pg 15
RedFus10n Med1a r'1 • the
percent occup1ed at the time of
predicted to rece1ve more than
Inland Empire's lead1ng Web
s•tle. The buyer. Mabel Jung. w<l'
450,000 ncv. res1dents during the
de,elopment and content
represented by Randy Jung of
next five years. Part of the repon is
maint e nan ce company, was
Number One Imcstment 111 U)'>
the tim1 \ annual a tiona! Retail
honored at the 2008 Amencan
Angeb. The seller. Rher Arch
Inde\ ( Rl). a snapshot analy"'
Advertising Federation IE
Center LLC of Long Beach. was
that ranb 43 retail market\ based
ADDY® Award Gala. held at
represented by Fryman and
on a senes of 12-month forward
the h1stonc Mis sion Inn 111
Bryan Land. also of Hanley
lool..ing supply iU1d demand indiR1 versidc on March 14, 2008.
fm.estment ...... In
Corona.
cators. R1verside-San Bemardmo
W1th over 60,000 annual
Marinita
DeYelopment
moves dm\n seven places tl11s year
entnc-,
national!).
the
Company has staned construction
to
come
111
at
number
ADDY® Awards arc undenion The Shops at Sycamore
23 ........... In a sitable recent
ably the \vOrld ·s largest and
Creek. a $42 million. 94.(l00-sq.retail sale. A San Diego·hased
most prestigious advertising
ft.
supermarket/drug-anchored
investment entity pa1d $19.75 mil
competition. recognizing creshopping center fronting 1-15. The
lion for Foothill P laza. a 29 .(lOGative excellence and execu11 .83-acre prOJect 1s nearly 80 persq.-ft. ($681/sf) center 111 Rancho
tiOn 1n all forms of advertiscent pre-leased and 1s e\pL'Cted to
Cucan10nga. The propeny, wh1ch
Ing med1as. serv1ng over
be completed in the fall of 2008.
\\a.s completed in July 2007. "
50.000 professiOnals 111 the
Located at the southwest comer of
located at the intersection of the 15
advertising industr; repreInd1an Truck Trail and I 15. The
Free,.,ay and Foothill Blvd. across
sented b) 200 Amencan
Shops at Sycamore Creek otTers
from Victoria Gardens. The propAdvertising Federation clubs
reta1lers exceptional freeway VISICrt) consiSt\ of four retail pads and
bility and accessibility and will be
and 15 d1stnch.
a multi-tenant shops building.
anchored by Vons "Lifestyle ..
The annual awards event
Some of the tenants 111clude: El
supermarket. Vons · Fuel Stauon
\\as
presented
by
the
Tonto Gnll. Cit1 Bank and El Polio
and CVS!Pham1acy. Other tenants
Amencan
Advertising
Loco. It ~a.s sold through a pre111clude Wells Fargo. Happy '\/ails
Federation . Inland Empire, 111
sale strategy that allowed escrow
& Spa, UPS Store. Fantastic Sams.
the first level of the three-tier
to close upon the tenants obtainmg
Kelleher Cleaners. Sub\\ay and a
competition. At the second
a certificate of occupancy. This
dental office. The proJeCt will
level of the contest, local
enabled the developer to take its
include a total of s1x buildings
winners compete aga1nst wmprofit and move forward on other
rangmg 111 size from 4,000 sq. ft. to
ners from 15 other district
developments. J eff Cono \ er of
48,000 sq. ft. At present. there are
competitions. The final tier
Faris Lee lmestme nts representsome mline spaces remaining.
represents the national level
ed the seller and developer of the
rdllging in s1ze from 1.300 sq. ft. to
of the ADDY® awards. Th1s
center,
ewpon Beach-based
3,700 sq. ft. The project architect
year·s
local
competition
Pe ninsula
R e tail
P a rtner s.
for T he S h op s a t Sycamor e
received a record 455 entries,
According to Cono ver , the center
C r eek 1s KKE Ar chitects of
making the Inland Empire's
sold at a 5.84 percent cap rate - a
Pasadena while the general concontest the largest competirecord for comparable properties
tractor is RG Snyder Group of
tion
in
the
Southern
in the Inland Emptre. The buyer
Anaheim Hills. Mark Baziak.
California
and
Southern
was S ec hong I LLC. ..... .
Terrison Quinn and Jonathan
Nevada.
Archibald's Plaza, a 15.500-sq.Qumn of Grubb & Ellis are the
Top honors of a Gold
ft. Starbucks-anchored center in
leasing agenl~.
ADDY® award were garOntario, was purchased by a
nered by the firm for the
R olling
Hills
Estates-based
This column provides a review of
design and production of the
investor for $7.38 million
the latest commercwl real estate
brochure
for
the
San
($476/st). The multi-tenant strip
activity throughout the Inland
Bernardino County Museum's
center is located at 2910 & 2920
Empire. It is prcxluced in a joint
new Hall of Geographical
Archibald Ave., nonh of Riverside
media effort between the Inland
Wonders. The brochure will
Drive and just south of the 60
Empire Business Journal and
now advance to compete at
Freeway at the signalized intersecRemr.com. a leading flllemet real
the regional level. Molly
tion of Archibald and Riverside.
estate lll'H"S .lite 11 htch ha.\ been
Burgess, project manager and
The sale consisted of two buildCO\"cring the industry m Ca/ij(mzia
copywriter
for
the job.
ings anchored by a Starhucks
jr1r nine years. For more commeraccepted the award. Sharing
drive-thru, Juice it Up. Sprint and
cial real estate information from
the honors arc project team
t.;PS Store. Archibald\ Plaza is
around California,
go to
members Ron Burgess, creituated on 1.97 acres within a
\t"\t'\t'.rentl.com.
ative
consultant:
Jeff
hopping center anchored by

REAL ESTATE
NOTES ...
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Robertson. graph1c des 1gner;
Fn:d Armitage, photography;
Margaret R1ppetue. publication manager, and Crown
Pnnters.
Also rcce1ving award-, in
the category of lnteract 1ve
Media (Website deve lopment)
were· Heger Company. a Los
Angeles-based real estate
brokerage firm; St. Franc" X.
Cabnni
Church,
Yucaipa
Diocese.
San
Bernardino
California Welcome Center.
and the Redlands Community
Mu sic
A>soc1at1on
(The
Redlands Bo~l). Webmastcrs
and designers honored for
the1r contnbut1on to these
Websites include RcdFus1on
\!led 1a team mcm bers Jon
Burgess.
Cmdy
Barents.
Ri chard Rutledge, Vmcent
Sanche7, Aaron Webre. and
Tom
Wmdcknecht. Team
members abo attending the
awards ceremony ~ere Lee
Burton and Patsy Prince.
RedFu sion Median! ts the
leading comprehensive Web
development, content maintenance, and Internet marketing
company with a c lientele
extending
from
Southern
California across the U.S. The
firm provides comprehensive
services for clients, combining content development with
marketing
and
targeting
s trategie s by using proven
techniques in search e ngine
optimization (SEO) to assi~t
businesses to full y develop
their £-commerce capabilities.
Combm111g
traditional
design and new media, the
firm provides branding, targeted advertising. and rich
medta des1gn capabi lilies, as
well as print design and collateral publicatiOn fulfillment
capabilities. Th e company's
offices arc located 111 historic
downtown
Redlands . For
more
information
visit
RedFusion's
Website
at
www. RedFusion Media.com.

EXECUTIVE
Palm De~ert "iational Bank
'' pleased to •lnnounce Eileen
Eske-Berger's promot1on to
sen1or v1ce president along
with her current title as
branch manager or the Palm
Desert branch. Eileen ha-,
been in banking for nearly 20
years 1n scn1or pO'>Itlons. In
her spare lime, Eileen s1ts on
the hoard of directors lor the
Building
Industry
Assocwt10n (BIA), the e\ecu
tivc council for the Amcncan
Heart Assoc1at1on, and 1s a
staunch supporter of the their
annual
Heart
Walk
............. Soren
McAdam
Christenson
(S\IlC)
announced the admittance or
Lucia Powell to the partnersh ip . With over 20 years of
accounting and tax expcncnce, Powell oversees SMC's
accounting services department. special11ing 1n on-site
and in-house write-up work,

NOTES

preparation of non-disclosure
financial statemcnh. small
business reporting, including
payroll, <;alco.; tax. husmcss
propertj
statements,
and
other hus1ness filing requirements. . ... The
Agua
Caliente Band of Cahuilla
Indians welcomes ne\v h1rcs
Chris Lynch, d1rector of
marketing at Spa Re'oort
Casino 111 Palm Springs and
James Parker, director of
sales
at
Agua
Caliente
C•ts i no• Resort · Spa 111 Rancho
Mirage ............ The Ontario
Reig n announced the addition of five new employees to
the team's t1cket department.
Erik
Blaisdell.
Ore''
Bour.,aw , Brett Brewstre .
Robrt
Kasprysk
and
Michael Sando,al came on
board to round out the Reign
organ11ation.
The Ontario
Reign is the new hockc)
team
111
the
Inland

I mp1rc ............ The
San
B ernardi no Co unty Board
of
Supenisor-.
recent!}
appo1ntcd
three
Inland
Empm.: res1dents to the county W o rkforce Im estment
Bo ard . The San Bernardino
County
Workfo rce
lm estment Board is an
organ11ation charged with
developing a skilled workforce for a grow mg economy.
The three new hoard members arc:
Robert Visconti,
rcg1onal publ1c affair'> manager for Southern Cal1fon11a
Gas
Company;
James
Ramos. a restaurant entrepreneur: and Ed Rendon , puhlic
affa1rs manager for Tcam-,tcrs
Jomt Council 42. The San
Bernardino
Workforce
Im estment Board 1s known
for creating tra1n1ng program'> that prov1de rcs1dcnts
access to high-paying JObs

Palm Spri11g'S Book FestiYal

health care
cancellations ...
contt!ltled jiwn PR· 12
Comumer Watchdog.
The
hcanng ~as convened b; ')en
Sheila Kuehl, chair of the
COITimltlCC. tO exam1ne the
performance
of
the
Schwartcnegger
Administration's Department
of Vlanaged Health Care.
Consumer Watchdog sent
a
letter
to
Governor
Schwartencggcr calling on
him to either confirm or deny
rumors that administration
staff had told the department
to "pull back" on new regulations crafted O\er the last two
years to end the practice of
1llegal retroactive cancellatiOns.
The Governor personally
prom1scd to end the so-called
health Insurance "resciSSions··
in h1s State of the State
addre" thiS January

T R JT ():'\1
Com mun icat io 11:-;, Inc.

Sunday, April 13 at the
Chamelot Theatre Campus

o~lln"" u ... t~l mtmdut.:e ~nu·sehes lrllon C'ommumcutJons, Inc. ;;a full
td\."Commumcar•uns compan) Ortguu..ll) formed .n 19'SI , Iltld
locorpor.ned on ·\ugu"' 12th IllS"'~ \\e h(ogan as a contractor Pf'O'JdiOJ.
IO\I411atmn ~"' KC 11'1' Rolm or CJllfom•a In I9~~. Tnlon
Commumc.uums. Inc ~arne ananren'Oltlle\.1 and beg3n to st'f"\C lb own
cwtomr•

Hon1e of the Palm Springs

Ple.L..c

~r'\lc~

International Film Festival

\\care 'C') proud tn U)' th41 m.an)' ol our ongmal CU\tom(n are ,1111 ""llh
us toda) Ple.uc ~"lie"' lhc bst or str.JCU oiUld qwlirlcatiOfl' t'lcto.... \\..;:arc
cenam )OU v.tll fuhl th.tt lnton CPnU11unl~o:3.ttons. Inc c.:an ~ ot .l-.sbt:lllC'e to you and )'Cillt ~.:ompan) \\c ru. .. e
a \er) well trameJ techmlal-..talt unJ our m,t.tll.l llon .tnd o;t:l"\l~e tcchntl'Jan<> h.ne an ot.~oerage ol hll«n )C.at\
e~pcnenc-e e.ll.:h lht: follo..,.mg ts .a .,, ol our se!'ttts
• S.tles and Ser'\1\."C ot rdurh1'hed ('\vrtel. lo!~htba) .\. nt'"' \ '\l:C") tekphone ")"terns and Cl.JUipment
• Complclt!' S)'tem cahhng ol \Oit:c, d.Jt.l. .mJ ~.:~•mputt't nct .... orlmg.
• \o>ltt \hal and Pagmg system."' to \1dco confert'ncmg and t--..11 ACC'ounlmg system\
• Pmv1.1m~ l.o..;al D•al Tone Tl, Long Dtstance :md ~~~lnum~

• \'olP ..)\Uttoth

rntt.m CommunJcatiOno;;, Inc.
003 Rrc;.t Can}~o.m Road Ste 4

\\alnut. C\ QI7XQ
l'hono:l){l'l.~lJ4

For sponsorship
information call:

1-760-564-3112

'iXlJ'i

l·a' 9(1'1 WX ~X~2

v."""

.tntl"~nlomm_c{)ffi
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Upscale Dining in the Low Desert

Tango Baires Cafe

By Joe Lyons
The Stcak:hou".: at Agua
NOT Superman's Kf)ptoman
Caliente is not '"here I left it.
name! It 1s tendcrlom sh.cwer-. of
It's been mm cd to the other
prime tenderloin. marinated in
halh\ J}. right outs1de the ne''
so} and samba! and served with
hotel lobby and JU\t up from the
fresh pineapple -.alsa ) This was
ne'' swimming pool. In movmg
followed by lobster b1sque with
it the) haH~ enlarged it great!).
puff pa-.tf} ,md creme fralche.
The qualit) and the atmo\pherc
The bi-.quc \\as not the same as
remain as good as I remembered
I am used to. It h,1d a S\\eet
it from the last time a couple of
cream taste. Different. but
)Cars ago.
delightful. Our wmc for th1s
The little alcove booths arc
course was a Russ1an R1ver
bigger now. scatmg s1x. There IS
chardonnay. 2006. It was sweet
even a ..chef., table .. facing the
and buttery.
"itchen. {This 1s becommg a b1g
They prepared three entrees
new thing for area restaurants.)
for our pleasure The first was
Still it is possible to enJOY an
the fresh fish of the day A light
intimate dinner there.
and delicious pan-scared black
As it happened. we arrived
sea bass. served wllh sauteed
on a Sunday night to get a preasparagus. This was followed by
' iew of the menu for an event
a double chop of Colorado
scheduled for Monday. Even so,
lamb. \\ ith pearl barley. ovenChef Marc Mederos went out of
roasted tomatoes. spmach and
his way to prepare some special
baby artichokes, served with
treats for us. He even selected
caramelized omons and wild
several wines to accommodate
mushrooms.
the courses he had arranged.
Wine for this course was a
(Executi\e Chef Tim Wilcox
Rodney Strong pmot noir from
was not in that night. He was
Sonoma.
getting ready for the invitation
Believe it or not, rather than
tasting the next night, which
prepare three samples of their
was to include his holiday cookdesserts, they brought out three
ing demonstration.)
full servings of each. First was
Loo"ing over the wine list I
an amazing creme brulee
was impressed by the selections,
cheesecake with graham cracker
especially the wines from the
crust. Th1s might be illegal in
Napa Valley, along with Sonoma
three states. The chocolate
and the Central Valley. What are
molten cake literally oozed
missing are Inland Empire
chocolate. The third treat was a
wineries. There was nothing
complete s urprise. It was a
from Temecula, Mira Lorna or
Grand Mamier bread pudding. It
Rancho Cucamonga.
was moist and full of cinnamon.
Even so, the pairings were
I had never heard of such a wondelightful.
derful delight. The only reason I
As we were seated, we
didn't order a Grand Mam1er
received wheat and sourdough
snifter along with it was because
buns, along with cheese bread
out host had chosen a Vin 27
and butter plus tomato/herb butport to accompany our dessert
ter. As a starter with this was the
and coffee.
ess Parker 2006 Syrah. Butter
The facility expanded when
ith butter.
it moved. There are size
The appetizer course began
adjustable rooms with or withith ahi poke and crisp wonton
out windows for various party
hips. Lobster brochette and
seatings and new handicap
accommodations. Still, the genal-bi tender skewer. (Kal-bi is

REVIE"W

By Bill Anthony

Sl[HKUOUSf

era! decor IS not unlike
the .. old" Steakhouse that
IGJA CAlmm CAsiNO-was adjacent to the main L.__ _.:.:.::..:.:.::..=.::=.:.:.::.-=-.:.:.::...:_
_ _ _ _ _--.J
casino floor.
the development of the Indian
The Steakhouse has develcasino business growth here in
California. Barely a decade ago
oped a regular c lientele, as I
noticed the help has begun to
they were portable rooms for
recognize their regulars. And the
slot machines and a couple of
regulars dress better. When the
card tables. Today. as places like
Morongo and Pechanga have
Steakhouse was back down the
hall, people would drift in from
already proven, Vegas-class getthe slots and tables in c ut-offs.
aways are just down the road.
tank tops and sandals. That is
Agua Caliente's Steakhouse
appropriate wear for the desert,
joins the brotherhood. I hope to
but the Steakhouse deserved
at some later date rev1sit the
better.
facility to enjoy the hospitality
By the way, the regular
of the new hotel.
menu is 1mpressive. It includes a
My expectations are high. I
32-ounce rib eye steak and a
will let you "now what happens.
surf and turf with I0 oz. filet and
In the meantime, a visit to the
12 oz. Australian lobster tail.
California's low desert deserves
Prime chateaubriand for two is
a visit to Agua Caliente's
carved tableside, as it should be.
Steakhouse.
By the time you read this,
the new hotel portion of Agua
Caliente should be opening. It
Agua Caliente Steakhouse
will have some 340 rooms with
is located at 32-250 Bob Hope
a spa, pool and cabana complex.
Drive in Rancho Mirage. The
A new 2.000-seat entertainment
reservation number is 760-202auditorium is scheduled to open
6008. Don't get confused. Their
next December. I am told that
sister casino, The Spa in downan outdoor patio may allow for
town Palm Springs, has a
cigar and wine dinners. (Cigar
Steakhouse as well. I haven't
laws can be so confining.)
eaten there. Yet!
This is all a logical part of

s

Many y~ars •lgo I vI Sited this
cafe and found the Argentine
food s~rvcd there v. as good --hut not so great -- so I did not go
hach. for some tim~. llow~vcr.
someone told me that 11 1s now
under new management and that
I should return to sec hovv 11
changed. I d1d. and I was not disappomtcd. Still located 111 the
same spot, wh1ch holds a small
group of tables. the restaurant
appean.:d to be the same 111 des1gn
and atmosphere What I d1scov
cred, however. the change \\as 111
the menu and the qualit) ot the
d1shcs offered.
fhc nc"' ov\ ners are Yo!)
(also "nown as Clara) and Roger
Bryenton. and Yoly\ son. D1cgo
Deg1ovann1. Yo!) 1s from Peru
but owned a restaurant 1n
Argentma. Yoly and her son,
D1ego. arc the cheh and creators
of the very tasty foods that arc

rc\crcd 1n Argentina. Yoly \ hushand. Roger. 1s also an active
owner and host of Tango Baires
Cafe All three have turned their
hard work: 11110 <U1 authentic and
atTordahle Argentine cuisine
cafe
'\iov. let\ get down to the
real details---the food .
We tried the Parrillada which
serves two people. It is the
Argent me BBQ complete "' ith
Angw, stca". shnmp. chic"en.
Argentine sausage, sweetbreads
and vegetables. The cost is
S29.50 and the dish 1s delightful.
In additiOn. we also tasted the
Empanadas v. h1ch were the best I
have ever had---the crust very
flakcy and mo1st Also on 111) list
of favontes was the ArgentineS!) lc p1ua . If you haven't tasted Argentine piua, you are missmg out on a real treat. Then.: arc
about 15 toppings to select from.

and from what I hear, all
arc fanta-.tic Eggs arc
everywhere 111 Argentine
cuisine---and also at
Tango Ba1rcs Cafe.
Other specialties arc
Entrana (char-grilled.
tender Angus beef s"irt
stca"l. Mllanesa (breaded Angu-. beef stea"l.
Suprema (!ned-breaded
chicken breast), and other
delightful chic"en Items .
Tango Ba1res Cafe also offers
pasta dishes. salads and cold
and hot sandwiches In fact.
there is a dell m the restaurant
wh1ch customers come to
select thc1r take-outs.
There is-a motto on their Web
site that says... If you have not
eaten Argentmc food. you have
not lived!" Enjoy life a little better. try Tango Baires Cafe in
Upland. The address IS 870 East

Foothill Boulc\ard. #2. in
Upland The1r phone number is
(909) 985-6800. Tango Baires
Cafe 1s open for breakfast, lunch
and dmner. The) arc closed on
Monda)s.

THE HISTORIC

ll
New York Grill"'

GALLEANO WINERY
We can custom
design a label
just for you
using: Photos,
Logos, Colors,
Invitations,
Themes.

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur u:3o a.m. - 9:30p.m.
Fri u:30 a.m. - zo:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. - zo:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00p.m.- 9:30p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It's New York without the attttude! Thts award-wmning
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garhc roasted
ch 1cken, rack of lamb, pnme rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz m our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed arnsts have made us the Inland Empire's most

Weddmgs • Anniversaries
B1rthda)S • Spcc1al Lvents
Graduations • Hohda) • Gills
Wine Tasting Available Dail:>

intimate jazz experience! W e take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, speCialty dtshes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dming expenence - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hostmg your next event.

4231 Wineville Road
Mira Lorna, CA 91752
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180

www.galleanowineiJ•.com
four the t tistoric \\inC!) "cekends from 2:00pm to 4:00pm or b)
Listed in the '\auonal Register of Historical Places
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:MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF
"Take No Prisoners: A No-Holds-Barred Approach to Corporate Excellence"
by Marvin A. Davis;
Amacom, New York, New York; 2007; 230 pages; $24.95
The leaders of many
American comp<mies. regardless
of stze. have begun to e\penence
an unfamiliar sm!...ing feeling. All
private sectors of the economy.
from agribusmess to real estate,
are discovering that highly touted
"solutions." such as compu ter
technologies. international free
trade agreements. communications technolog;. and biotechnolog;. aren't soh ing much of anythmg.
Some of the nation's largest
and most sophisticated compames are shifting their operational
headquarters overseas to be nearer their wor"-forces and ban"-ers
One of the results ts the fall of the
dollar by nearly a third of ih
value only five years ago.
Author Dav ts IS best knO\\ n
for his boo"- "Turnaround,"
which is a virtual manual on mak:mg compantcs profitable once
more, believes n is time that corporate leadership wo!...e up to realtty. Thoughts such as "complacency is not a problem m my
compan;." "fraud ts not a problem in m; company," and "m;
hank loves me" are quite like!; to
be self-delusional. Davts notes
that there are 12 deadly failures
of management:
"1. Failure to rccognuc
changmg market conditions and
act on them.
"2. Failure to resolve internal
conflicts and resistance.
"3. Arrogance.
"4. Overspending during
good times.
"5. Failure to continually
rationalize the organization.
·'6. Failure to act on substandard performance.
"7. Inability to think 'outside
the box.·
"8. Failure to delegate.
''9. Failure to define market
strategies.
"1 0. Failure to demand
implementation of marketing
plans.

" II . Failure to tie compensation to corporate perfom1ru1cc.
"12. Failure to plM for the
cash needs of the business."
Most of the boo!... is taken up
with ways of preventing these
failures based on combination of
tdeas that have prO\cn wor"-able
dunng extended pcnods of ttme.
as well as achieving profitabi lity
goals b) "outside-the-box.. solutions.
One example of this ts Davis'
recommendation ol a thorough
evaluation of customers· value to
the compan; \she puts 11. "some
customers should be fired .. The
author isn't sanguine about such a
move. He states:
"The hardest thing a company Clli1 do ts fire a customer
There arc reasons tor do111g this
bestde the obvious economic
ones These can include the folIO\\ mg six things:
"I. Overly demanding ~erv
icc requirements.
"2. Consistent slow pay and
collccuon problem'>.
"3. Exaggerated warranty
demands.
"4. Continuing threats of
legal acuons
"5. Quality requirements
beyond reasonableness. coupled
v. ith high returns.
"6. Abusive or dishonest relationship.
Well wnttcn and htghl; readable. Davis has as much to offer
the men and women who lead
small corporations as well as
those who guide corporate giants.
After the first two chapters,
much as he did 111 his book
"Turnaround." the author offers a
manual that Clli1 be easily used 111
multiple Situations. Even so, it
Clli1 be read cover to cover to
determine where your own starting point shou ld be when resolving the tssues your company
faces.
Among the later chapters of
the book is one that is totally

devoted to banking. Few books
on dealing with turnaround problems deal wtth lending tssue ru1d
the importMce of corporate officer's relationship with their complli1y 's b<U1kers. Davis addresses
these issues in a straightf01ward
way. pointing out that "your
banker is in rcahty ... a vendor
who sells you monc;," and
"almost every corporate turn-

around effort must include renegotiating ... the lending arrangement."
A well-earmarked copy of
"Ta"-e o Prisoners" should be
on the des"- of semor corporate
manager as we enter the ttying
limes ahead.
-- Hen!)' Holt-::~na"

~Bestselling Business Books)
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information recehed from retail
bookstores throughout the
U.S.A.
I. "Launching a Leadership
Re,olution: Mastering the Fhe
Le'els of Influence," by Chns
Brady and Orrin Woodward
(Business Plus ... $23.99) (2)"
Detailed ' 1e'" of how to develop
leadership skills.
2. "Winners Never Cheat:
EYeryday Values We Learned As
C hildren (But May Ha'e
Forgotten)," by Jon :'VI. Huntsman
(Wharton
School
Pubhshmg ... $19 95)(4)
Why playmg by the rules I'> still the
only way to win.
3 "Women and Money: Om1ing
the Pouer to Control Your
Destiny," By Sule Orman
(RMdom House ... $24.95)'
Guru of women's finMcial
empowerment tells how it's done.
4. ''The Dip: A Little Book That
Teaches You When to Quit (and
When to Stick)" by Seth Godin
and Hugh Macleod [Illustrator[
(Penguin Group USA . .,$ 12.95)

Fom1cr Fed Rescrv'e Chamn<m
tells all.. more or less,
6. "Freakonomics: A rogue
Economist Explores the Hidden
Side of E\erything," by Steven
D.
LeVItt
(Ha~r(:olhns ... 525.95) (9)
Why you shouldn't accept the official \ersion of anything.
7. "The Long Tail: Wh)' the
Future of Business Is Selling
Less of More," by Chns Anderson
(Hypenon ... $24.95) (4)
Why products sold by Internet
generate nearly unending sales.
8. "Good to Great," by J1m
Colltns (Ha~r(:ollms .. $27.50)
(8)
Climbmg the steps from a good
organtzation to a great one.
9. "The Black Swan: The Impact
of the Highly Improbable," by
N<tsstm icholas Talcb (Rlli1dom
House ... $26.95) (6)
Why events that shouldn't take
place always startle us.
10. "The Logic of Life: The
Rational Economics of An
Irrational World," by Tim
Harford
(Random
House ... $19.95)**
Why economics always appears
logical when nothing else does.

(3)
Why winners often quit while losers stick.
5. ''The Age of Thrbulence:
Adventures in a New World," by
(Penguin
Alan
Greenspan
Group ... $35.00) (I)

* -- Indicates a book's prevtous
position on the list.
Indicates a hook's first
appearance on the list.
Book previously on the list
is on the list once agam.

*"' -*"'"' --
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Sonora ...
COIIIilllll!d jim11 pg. 4.J

bustl1ng base for miners see"-mg
thc1r fortunes. Today. the par"has a complete Ma111 Street with
reconstructed storefront\ that
actually have real stores and
shops 111stde. There\ a blacksmtth shop. a couple of saloons.
a hotel and a even a stagecoach
nde 111 addllton to many other
small bustnesscs, When we were
there. a local bluegrass group
\\as dressed in pcnod garb.
strolling the streets and entcrtainll1g v tsllors.
Another htstonc attraction in
the same general area is the
Tuolumne "vvuscum, '~hich
blends local htstory from the
early \1e-Wu!... tnbes and the
Gold Rush period. Open only on
wec"-cnd aftcmoons. the museum displa) s man) ty pica) f~unll)
Items from the penod. including
clothmg. health care items and
family photos. A scale model of
a local railroad and Its route arc
'ct up in an adjacent room .
And the thmg ,thout avis it to
Sonora is that there's an addillonal treasure trove of histor;
JUst in the next count;. Cala,cras
County \\as memoriali;ed in
"The Celebrated Jumping Frog
of Cala,cras County," a short
story that \\as actually '1.1ar"T\\~Iln ·, ftrst published wor"- and
the ptccc that e\entually made
hun famous. Today. Angels
Camp
about 16 miles from
Sonora -- reminds us about
Twain and hi~ story every "vvay.
drawmg more than 2.000 "frog
jockeys" who compete to sec
v.hose frog can jump the farthest.
The Mark Twain connection
is a big one for Angeb Camp
and. just like "The Birds" has
become a cottage industry for its
fthmng location. Bodega Bay.
the Mark Twain sho11 story has
put Calaveras County and
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Angeb Camp on the map. All
manner of frog memorabilia arc
offered locally. and more than
one busmess has the word frog
1n 1ts name. You can even visit
the cab111 where Mar"- Twa111
ILved for the few months he was
stay111g 1n the area,
Anxwus to share 1ts hbtory,
Angels Camp offers VIsitor'> a
map for a wal"-ing tour of the
town. Each of the histone hulld111gs 111 town and from what we
could tell, they're ALL h1stonc
has a number posted on the front
of the building to cotwspond
v.tth the numbers on the map.
fhc map has " description and
h1stOt) of each locatton.
t\TA GL'\NCE

WIIERE· Sonora ts in the
heart of California's Gold
Country and easily accessed
from llighway 99 usmg \\Cstcast highways you can get at varIOUs points south of Sacramento.
WHAT. 'lonora ts part of
Gold Countr;. a histone pan of
Californta that retains much of
the lla' or and chann of the mtd1RO(h gold rush penod
Wil EN: Any ttme of the
year. although there is some
mount am dri\ 111g and most roads
arc narrow and \\indy. so spring.
summer and fall \\ ould be best.
WilY: The scenic beauty of
the area hilly. mountainous and
forested - is a feast for the eyes,
while the htstory of the area 1s
\'tsiblc almost ever;where you
loo"-.
flOW : To plan a trip to
Sonora. contact Tuolumne
County Visitors Bureau at 800115-1133 or vtsit www.thegreatunfenccd.com. For 111forma11on
on lodg1ng at the Inns of Sonora,
call 800-251-1538 or vtsll
www.1 nnsofcal• forn iasonora.co
m. Tip: Ask for one of the rooms
with the bullt-m Jacuzll
they're espcc tally large and
you'll love soa"-111g after a day of
stghtseemg.

UCR ...

farmers' market...

cominued from page 6

continued from fHIR£' I

endless and frustrating calls to
fncndo; and acquaintances, to the
Board of ursing. to lawyers, to
tcsllng organ l/atJOns, and fmally
to potenttal sponsors who would
hire me so I could get a wor"-mg
pem1it. Even after I finally got a
job. I still had to adJUst to the different culture and mcthodologtes
of being a nurse in thts country."
Accordmg to Marks. v.ho did
her language tra111mg at the
Univcrstty
ol
California.
Rtverstdc ( LCR). "If I had had a
chance to enroll 111 the Global
!'lurs111g ReV"icw Program. I
vvouldn 't have hesitated to ta"-e
it. This program 1s a fantastic
bridge to the road of success."
A 2004 study hy the
Immigration Policy Center. a
research ann of the Amencan
Immigration Lm Foundation.
reponed that I I .5 percent of the
registered nurses \Hlr!...ing in the
United States were forctgn born.
and 11 anttctpated that the proportion \\Ould grov' as the nallon
continues to struggle with shortages of health care wor"-crs. The
California
Employment
Development Dcpanment says
the state \\ill need to hire I 0,910
ne\\ nurses annu,tlly through

tics offered by the Ctty of
Gracious Livmg," Eastis said.
"In addillon. many of these
shops and restaurants will be
open dunng the Farmer's
Market and 'ltrcet Fa1r." he
added.
For 111fonna11on on attending. volunteering or becoming a
v tslt
vendor.
v. v. vv.ll isto ric Dov. nT_gw nLpJ,111
d.com or contact the Mam Street
L pland staff located at 116 E.
<Jth Street in Gpland. hy phone
,n (90!}) 949-449!} or hy email at
1\/f ') L pland@veriton, net .

ORDER
YOUR

COPY
OF THE
2008

BOOK
OF
LISTS
NOW

$30.00

CALL

909-483-4700

2014.
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FO"'T"'A. Ct\ 92335
ROBERTS & CO\IPA'-\
D3 CAJON ST #5
REDLA'I,DS. C-\ 92173

MT. 60 (.LE \'~,FRS
12.:1-15 \lOV\T.-\1"' AVE. #B
CHI/';0. CA 91710

-\_ \1. ~LVA
180" IOTHAVENLE
uPLAND. CA 91786

M\ \TTOR .... EY SER\ ICE

A- I S\10G & REPAIR
9.111 JERSEY BLVD. #A
RA,CHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91710
(909!987-6016

15490 CIVIC DRIVE
SLITE 206
VICTORVILLE CA 92392
~1Y EYE TEE GU\
VE."'T-\'I,A DRIVE
FO'iTANA CA 92236

~8(Kl

"OBEL ROMAN'S PIZZA &
TtSCANO'S Sl B
4110 EDISON A'vl #I ().I
CHINO. CA 91710
PACWIC KVAR ENERGY
SOil'TIO'I,S
557C~J 29 1'·\LMS IIWY
Yl CC-\ VALLE\, C \ 9221H
P~('lfl(' 1'001, flU
Cl t .A'\1'1,(;
1942 SOAKS AVE.
O'I,T.-\RIO. C'A 91762

P-\R~IB\

COS\1ETICS
11561 MOl'ITAIN ROAD
PI NO' Hlll.S. C-\ 92J72
PRIDt Jt RSEYS
26(lti ~T \fiiiiEl ST
Ff IRWI"', (A <Jlll(J

A(.I\1RA CORPORATIO'I.
II'<C
14403 7TH ST
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
\"'IBER RECOVER\
SERVICES
14273 ST\'I,JSLAUS ST
FO"'T\N -\. C ·\ 92336
\MERI KLH"'
5420\\ \11SSIO'I, Bl \ D
O'IOT'\RIO. C ·\ 91762
'909)~91 36(1(,
H1ERICA AD;\ \1F
Bl.lEBROOT
IIANOLt.IT
11914 \'FRONA DR
f·O"'TAN A, ('A 92337
\MERI(AN
1'\0EPP<Ot "THE \TI"G
& !VC
3()' I-ELISA C'1
Rl Dl A'I,J)S (A 92371

\TI \SHE \LTII C'LI'\1('
10655 \1IIIS AVENUE
MO:--ITCL \IR. C -\91761

HITE PC'H( HS
11>14 \\ ll·\NYO'I, ST
RI\LTO. C-\ 921 '

\TJ'OR'It.\ SER\ICE Ot'
BARWSTOW AKA
BARSTOW ATT SC'I-S
~22 EAST MAII'i ST
SUITE I~
BARSTO\\ CA 92311

EPI(
114<13 LAYFAHiTfE COURT
I'O"TAN \. CA 92336

B.C. T.\RPS
9537 RED\\OOD WE.
FO:\TANA CA 92_135
(909)822-K-165

BR \YO RADIATOR
SER\ ICES
1180 E 9TH #I
SA' BER'I,ARDI"'O. CA
92410

C & II

CO'~,STRl CTIO'i

INLAND EMPIRE
DRAPERY SUPPliES
'1800 BARTON RD.
STE I~
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313-4438

GRAIH\111.\\
9233 DEFP CRFEK
APPLE \ ·\LLE) C.A 9230~
GRt:E'\ DIESH
13N70 HARVARD AVE
CIIINOC C.\ 9171()

&

C.T.G. ENTERTAI'\MENI
13006 MARQLElTE CT
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392
CAROLE'S BOD\
PUILOSOPIIY
379 "ORTB E STREET
SA'IBERNARDINO, CA
92401 ISIS
CASA RIVAS & MOHR TAX
SEER VICES
7625 LOMBADY AVE.
FO'iTA"A. CA 92336
CJ'S \\ALK-N-ROLL PET
SERVICE
H095 ORCHARD STREET
ALTALOMA CA91701
CSE FI"'ANCIAL GROt P
15450 W SAND ST
SUTE 107
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
CYPRESS Bt:H \'I-lOR \L
liE \I.TH GROt P
I'JII S C0\1\1ERCE
CFNl ER DR EAST
SL/TE 107
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
9240X
DEE'S CI.E\NING
13M9 \!ONTE VISTA
CHINO. CA 91710
DOLGLo\.5 ENTERPRISES
tLOORI'I,G \~HOIES .\I.E
Sl PPUF.S
110~0 BRYAl'iT SJ'C' 90
Y!.:CAIPA. CA 92399

H S EVICTIO'I, SER'I-ICE &
PROCESS SER'I-ICt.
2~2 EAST MAIN ST
SlaTE 104
BARSTO\\. CA 9231 I
HDOC C0\-1PFTER
CO'\Sl'l TJ'I,G
4MO PARK DR
SA" BERNARDI'I,O, C"
92407
(909)522-4276

HIGII DESERT
HORT!Cll.TLRf
16776 SHIRWAC"' ROAD
APPLE VALLEY C'A 92307
RJGH DESERT
''iEPHROLOGY
ASSOCIATES
12675 HESPERIA RD
VICTORV ILLE. CA
92395-5878
HOLIDAY BOl/TIQUF
13974 PAL0\11'1,0 CT
VICTORVILLE C \ 92W4
HOSPIT\UTY CLEANERS
2CK~I l)I'I,LRS COl RT
S.\'< BERN \RDI'I,O. < \
9240X 131~l

J"-ANETI'f, L (,ARCIA &
ASSOCIATES
1950 S SLI'.WEST L\N£'
SUITL 100
SAN BERNARDINO. C'A
92408

.I P Mi\11\Tt:NANCE
14747 ARABIAN RUN L'i
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
D94

•

ATM~ERIFY

HIGHWAY Ill,
SUITE L-207
PALM DE-%RT, CA 92260
RENTALS IN St'
911 N BISKRA
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262
EXCLUSIVE CLOSETS Of'
THE DESERT
39-203 LEOPARD ST #I
PALM DE-~ERT. CA 92211
INSl RANCE WAREHOUSE
INSURANCE St:RVICES
68-444 PEREZ RD
STE B
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92215
DESERT ACCOLNTING &
TAX SERVICES
484 LAST SONORA ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92204

~

JOt 'S MEXICAN FOOD
8138 SIERRA AVE
FONTANA. CA 92JJ5.152~

LITTU: EINSTFINS DAY
CARE
11916 CACTUS COURT
f-()'I,TANA. C-\ 92337

>

MLCO'I,STRl CTIO'I,
54310 AVENIDA JUAREZ
LA QUINTA, CA 92251
PO. BOX 228
LA QUINTA CA 92247
SILVLA'S CLEANING
43155 PORTOLA AVE.
SPC 56
PALM DESERT CA 92260
ROYALE CLEANING
COMPANY
82·390 EL PASEO
INDIO. CA 92201
EW U :AF CATERING
69012 EAST PALM C' ANYON
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

GET A LIFE I'LL GH
EVERYTHING ELSE
691 SO GfRALD FORD #2010
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

HS COLI FCTIO'I
SERVICE
222 EAST \ \.11" ST
SLITF 1().1
BARSTOW CA 92111

mss
82--151 HWY Ill P·3B
INDIO, CA 92201
BARY'S BUNGALOW
31681 VIA PARED
THOLSAND PALMS, CA
92276
VACATION RENT HOME
74163 KOKOPEI.Ll CIR E
PALM DFSf:RT, CA 92211

760 Cl'STOMS
2H4 E T'IHQUITl C'ANYO'i
WAY #30
PALM SPR!l'GS. CA 92262
PO. BOX 2981
PALM SPRI!'.GS. CA 92263
AI'OL'I:TOS Wt::B DESIGN
1065 E VFRO"A RD
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92262

•

,,..

~..,._~

PALM3 TII\111\G
22251 SIOL X RD.
APPLf VALLEY ('A 9230M
PARAGO" SCHMID
BUILDING PRODtCTS
8855 BAKER AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91710
PENNY B.o\IL BO'\'OS
631 E RIALTO AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
9240X·I233
(909t3M3·K088

11-1& M &SO'I
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE
2293 \\ KIN(, ST
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92410·1421

PLAL;\ SMOKf SIIOP
11583 OUTFR HIGHWAY 10
STE. I
REDLANDS. CA 92373

11-1 & T P.\11\IING
18739 JLNIPER ST
HESPERIA CA 92:1-1~-0423

PROFf'.SSIONAIL
I 5683 ROY ROGFRS DR
SUITE B 2~
VICTORVILLE. CA 92394

MARY'S MfXICAN
GRILLI2
21044 !lEAR VALLEY RD
APPLE VALLEY, CA 9230K

LO"'G'S JEWELRY &
NAILS
12209 HESPERIA RD
STE.A
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395SXS5

ss

••

OAK WINOS RA'\CII
1635 COYOTE TRAIL
OAK HILLS. CA 92144

LOLRJ)ES •:NTERPRIC'ES
PROHSSIO'iAL OfFICES
229 S RIVERSIDEAVEI\UE
RIALTO, CA 92376
(9119)226-6775

LQ>,!A l.INDA ORit''iTAL
MARKET
25055 REDLANDS BLVD
STE K
LOMA LINDA. CA 92354·
2050

QUIZNOS SUB OF INDIO
HOLSI' OFTROPIC\L
149~0 BEAR VALLEY RD.
#IX
VICTOR\'ILLE C-\ 92)95

lOS C'OMP\DRES ALIO
CE!\TtR
18069 VALLFY BLVD.
BL00~11l'iGTO'i, CA 92]161954

LAYERCO
16831 WINDCREST DR.
H)NlANA, CA 92337-0890

NEw B us 1 N E
•

LA VERNE'S CREATIONS
2X21 S MEADOWBROOK Pl
ONTARIO, CA 91761 7245

JOE'S Cl RB CORINGS
%9 S OLIVE AVE
RIALTO. CA 92376 7607

KC FXt:CliTIVF IMPORTS
61275 'IAVAJOTR
JOSHUA TREE CA 92252
(760)366 1421

J T PROPERTY SERVICES
16352 ATHOL ST
FO"'TANA. (A 92335-4533

LOS AM ABLES [)J:.L
1\0RTE 01:. 'I \CliO
15376 ~.UCAI YPTliS Si
HESPERIA. C A 92:1-15

LANDMARK REAL
1-:STAH
1131 VISTA GRANDE RD
SAN BERNARIDNO. CA
9)410-1051

KADIJAU'S ANGELS
HOME I
I S4M8 CLEVELAND DR.
FO"'TA~A CA 9~336

J T Of VRIES PF.~T
CONTROl
11~9 VERI'. ON AVE.
ONTARIO. CA 91762-4045

KUcP KI.FEN Blllf)ING
\1A1'-IE'\ANCE
12159 COBBLESTONf DR.
\iiCTORVILLL CA 9)192

JJV TIRt: SHOP
1288 N MOUNT VERI'ON AVL
COLTON C A 92124-2502

Jt:SliN'S V'iiTED
WIIEELTECHS
415 E MARIA :--lAST
Rl-\lTO. CA 92376

J R CONSULTING
'755 FAVEL A DR.
RIVERSIDL, CA 92509 7013

74~0

HJ-TEK SOLlTIONS
2851 S EUCLID A\E
ONT·\RIO. CA 91762-6041

J.R. OIL DIS'TRIBliTION
6775 LO"DO" AVE
ALTA LOMA. ('A 91701·5121

(-\91710-~451

Fl.ECK t: -...TF RPRJSES
FIR DR
ARROW BEAR. (A 923~2

G4 CO'\STRl ('1'10'1
4195 C'HI'O HILLS
PARKWAY
CHJ'I,O BILLS. CA 91709

REMODELI"G
C & H GENERAL
CO'ISTRLCTIO'I
C & H PLlMBI'\G
8673 LAGO VISTA PL.
RAI'.CHO CUC'AMO.,.GA.
Ct\ 91730

INl-""D COSMt;TJC
MEDICAL
CORI'ORATIO'I
9227 IIAVF.N AVF
STE 120
RANCIIO Cl 'CAMONGA.
Sl>RGf~RY

INLAND [)JSTRIBlTING
CO\IPANY
2026 N RIVERSII)E AVE
#CI89
RIAL TO. CA 92.177

GOLDE'i ST\ft:
APPRAISAL C'O.
1416X ST ·\"DREWS DR. N A
VICTORVILLE CA 92395

BLUE CAPITAL REALrY &
1'- \ 1-:ST\II:.NT
HP BLEI:. C'APIT\L, Jl'iC.
19259 STRATFORD\\ W
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
(760)912-2288
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FIRST CLASS MOR rGAGt·
& Rl:. \I.T\
13%1 PARKWO()D DR
I'O....TAN \. CA 92137
(951 )34' .104(1

2~70

BE RIGHT THERE
1685 NEST
SPACE 110
SA'i BER,ARDI'1,0, CA
92405

April 2008

QUANTASOURCE
302 SO.,.ORA ST
REDLANDS. CA 92373

MORTGAGE RATE
REDl CTIO'\' SERVICES
1717 SHIRLEY LANE
REDLANDS. CA 92374
(909)794-0611

RED DEVIL PIZZA
659 E 15 ST SUITE C
UPLA"'D, CA 91786

Rt.D PER~I\1MO'I '\ \IL~
& SPA
4110 W EDISO'I, AVF
SUITE Him
CHINO, CA 91710
(7141873--18HR
RESTARAl"T TATSLKI
14958 7TH STREET
VICTORVILLE ('A 92W5
SCENEONE.ORG
17792 MOJAVE STREET
HESPERIA. CA 92345
SEVILLE CARE: CEI\TER
161K6 SEVILLE AVE
FO~T·\>,;A. CA 92335
SIIOZE" MARTIAL ARTS
lSA
7223-... CIIL:RCH ST ·\·19
HIGHLA'iD. CA 92:1-16
ST>\RR'S A ClT A BO~E
144 N RIVERSIDF AV[·
RIALTO. C A 92376-q2n
{9091534 76118
sn;REOn'PE MLSIC
GROLP
13493 LAFAYETTE COLRT
FONTANA. C ;\ 92336
AVTRUCKING
3006 N PIC'O AVE
SA 'I BERNARDINO. CA
92405

County of Riverside
..

_,i

BABY LA LA
46·660 WASHINGTON ST
STE. 7
LA QLINTA. CA 92253
ELEMFNJ-TANK
45260 CLUB DRIVE
SLITE 260
INDIAN WELLS. CA 92210
ABC HANK A TORRES
C'O'ISTRUCTIOl'o
ABSOI liTE BEST
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
OF CALIFORNIA
3155 E RAMON RD
LNIT 602
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92204
DESERT BIIINGl•AL
NOTARY
79·820 TRINIDAD DR.
BERMUDA DUNES. CA
92201
CART DOCfORS, THt::
49·510 CALLI OCASO
COACHELLA. CA 92236
PACIFIC Vlt:W
APPRAISAl
501 CALLE ABRON! A. HA
PALM SPRINGS. CA 922M
ll'IS SYSTBtS
11200 LANDAU BLVD. 315~
(' ATHEDRAL CITY, C 922:1-1
P.O. BOX 676
PALM SPRINGS. CA 92263

-'~

-.

EW WEST LA"'D CAPE
31655 DESERT ROCK
l'iDIO HILLS. CA 92241

KOJAKL \-fUSIC
39541 WILLOWBE\;D DR.
\1URRIETA CA 92563

TOR CO!IiSTRl'CTIO'i
25490 CORAL TREE CT.
MlRRIETA, C.-\ q2563

PICASSO POOLS &
LANDSCAPE
?H-078 COUNTRY CLUB
SUITE 206
BEMUDA DUNES. Ct\ 92203

CPTRANSPORT
26734 PEACH ST SPACE 131
PERRIS. CA 92570

UITII'>1ATE LA\\;'\
18~1 AVENUJ:iD
PERRIS CA q2570

CASPER CONVENfENI
CLEAAERS
2666 HAMNER AVE.
"<ORCO. CA 92877
PO BOX 77613
CORONA CA 92M77

Co\.SE CO'ITRACTl"G
1126 VIA PAVO:\
CORONA . CA 92882

HOT H20
30674 LONGPOINT DR
CANYON LAKE, CA 92587
JET CENTt.R, THE
37350 SKY CANYON DRIVE
MURRIET\ CA 92562
KOOL WATER POOLS
.10608 GILL ST
MURRIETA. CA 92563
MIXIF'S BOY BAR
120 S PALM CANYON
DRIVE
PALM SPRI!'.GS. C'A 92262
ATM'S AROLI\0 THE
CLOCK
'276 GRIFF!!'. WAY SUITE

105·175
CORONA. CA 92879
CAMYS WATER SERVICE
3269 QL: ARrl CIRCLE
CORO'iA, CA 92882

PACltlC SHORES
Ol/TOOOR PRODl CI'S
8850 MCCARTY RD
CORO'I,A. CA 92880
RIVERSIDE fRO'\' WORKS
1203 W 6TH STREET
CORO'IA. CA 92882
OF.SIG'IFR SPAS
38202 GHAZELWOOD ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
NATIONWIDE
MORTG.o\GE CENIER
TWO BETTERWORLD
CIRCLE HIIO
TEMECULA. CA 925'Xl
CU:A!Ii BREf:ZE OH'ICE
CLEANING
112M I RELIA!'.l'E DR
RIVERSIDE. CA '12505

C'~RE

CALWEST SIIIRTS
44695 CALLE BA,UELOS
TLMECULA. C.-\ 92592
SWEET 'RT t'ACTORY
36~69 SAINT RAPHAEL
DRIVE
MURRIETA CA 92562
Cl'STOM HOME
SOLl'TIO'IS AI\D
HANDYMAN
24~00 MANAZANITA RD
MEN lFEE. C -\ 925M4
Jl STINS COLLE<.'TIBLE.S
&STl'FF
20575 STAGE RD.
WILDOMAR. CA 92595
HOORI'iG C-\RE
PROFESSIO'IJALS
16941 POMEROL LOOP
WINCHESTER. CA 92596

Apnl 20~
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events
PHSt 81 0~0 \1 STl 010
~'S' OAKWOOlli'L \n
Rl\ ERSIDI C \ 9:!,50t>

\'\10 ''01) PI/lA
01 \1',1():\0 DR I\ E
I ·\KE I LSJ'I,ORL , CA 92-' 10

\ 'lo O\ ·s I~ 8 l R<..ERS
S 11><1'1 J'I,IJIO BL\ 0
IMJIO ( ·\ 92201

Dt\1\TTEO'S PIL L~
71HO '1.1·\(i".;OLJA \\E.
RIVERSI()E, CA 92'0t>

T t:o·s J ~'IITORI \ L
MR\In:
~95~0 DILLON DR SP 47
DF.'>ERT HOT SPRJ".;GS, CA
1.)2240

CfC l '\TERPRISES
79882 VIENTO DRIVF
LA Ql I'TA. CA 922'~

\1 \ G IC .\1. RAI,.,BO\\
7N1 SILVESTRE CT
CORO:\A. CA 92S'9
ORTEGA'S WHU:tS,
TIRES & At'TO REPAIR
~so5-A-.; PERRIS BLVD.
STE lf6..10
PERRIS. CA 92571
HORIZO'I t: XPRt~SS
TU' SPORTUJO'I/
5.1219 SA\'A"i'.AH CT.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92~12
~LESS A'IoDR O

Dt:'\"TAL

O FFICE
~~·~I ALESS.A".;DRO BLVD
MORE.'O \ALLE\ CA
9255~

K & 'lo S\IOKE SHOP
BLVD
\ 10RE.NO \ALLEY. C A
92551
24~·~ ALE.~SANDRO

SK\ C A.... YO 'Io C LE A"iFRS
39040 SKY CAN \ ()'.;
DRJJ\E ~101
\It RRIETA. CA 92'61
OJ(~

.\'\T I ST ~TI C
P.\C K.\G I'\ G
71611LACK OAK CIRCLE
CORO".; A CA 92XX I
POPS
9474 \ IAG,OLIA
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
J . L CO'IoSTRtCTIO'Io
17M ~Al Lli:".;ER AVE.
SAN JACINTO. CA 92583
\tOOl LAR O'·SITF
i\1 ~"'AG lME"T STORAGf'

co
29109 POI"T SHORE DR.
LAKE ELS INORE, CA 92530
WORLD' S .\CCl R~TE
PALLETS
29309 POI''T SHORE DR.
LAKE ELSINORE. CJ\ 92530
l'iNOVATIVE
RESPlRATORY C~RE
IKW CHICAGO AVE.
SUITE 1-5
RIVERSIDE. CA 92507
F&M FOAM & COAT"GS
231 \11DWAY ST
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
POOR GIRL PRESS, THE
54400 CAVE ROCK RD
~VA, CA 92539
P.O. BOX 191550
AN7.A, CA 925W
HAMILT0!\1, "iANC Y LEE
54460 CAVE ROCK RD
ANZA. CA 92539
.'liOP t:!'I-'TERPRISES
1500 FAJR\lOV''<'T BLVD.
RIV ERSJDE, C A 9250 I

I)(

'~

Fl'\AL TOl 'CH SALO"
'0-005 HWY Ill Sl ffE o
R·\NCHO MIRACiF, CA
9:!2...,0
RODRIG l :Ez DUIVERY
SFR\ICES
70WO HWY Ill STE. 10'
RAI'CHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
SA INTIS
Til Er.>TO".; E \~ ORK
PRODl C'TIONS
50054 CALLE TOL.OS,.\
COACHELLA. C \ 92216
B& C HEALTH &
\ ITALIT\ \1ASSAGE
S l PPUt~~ & EQliP\1t 'IT
X2500 HWY Ill
1'.;010. C A 92201
tST E R JHH LR\
'001' HARRISO.._ ST
C'OACHf LL ·\, C A 922~614'4
(' \RRlR \ 'S
45497 KJ'.;(, PAL\! ST
I'DIO, C-\ 92201
Gl S \1E:\DOL.\' S
80''-f SO 'IoTF
HXIO SOH\\\. Ill oiOJ
PAL '1.1 SPRI,GS. C ·\ 922M
BFHACO CORP
1X·X20 CAL IDAHO RO
RA>,;CHO MIRAGE. CA
92270
PO BOX 17:12
RANCHO \ JIRAGI ('A
92270
PADILLA & SO,'S
TRt.:C KING
65'Q() BROW!'; ST APT #A
MECCA, CA 922.5.1
PO. BOX 20N
THERMAL, CA 92274

MBS CO'IoSll.T ING
7XJ80 Rl'iAW\Y BA\
BERML DA Du'IES. CA
92201
\1\NGO TREE
71-010 F.L PASFO
PALM Dl:SERT C.\ 92260
GOOG it BO l ffiQUE
41377 M\RGARffA RO
SUITE FI04
TEMECULA. C·\ 92591
\1& E \PP~ISALS
.1%2J Cl.OS Dl VAL
\1t:RRIFTA. CA 9256~
C HILDRE N'S TORCH
7" LA Cl \1BRE
CORO' A CA 9~S79
I-.'\T RF\1 E At 01 0~'\ 0
J'I,T IRIO RS
1200 W H.ORIDA WE.
St,ITEJ
HE\1ET, CA 92-5-!J
I.G. UPR~IS \ LSE R\ ICFS
16169 BL.-\CKSACoE CT
RIVERSIDE CA 92'0J
('lLLl L \R \1\RT
F"T lRPRISES
25.'11 Sl '.;".;Y\IE \D BL \'0.
('5
MOREI\0 VALU Y, CA
92553
AIAlffOAI\OTRIJCK
SfR\'IC ES,I"'C
36311 VIA EL PAIS BONITA
TEMECt:l.A. CA 92592
Fl lET WOOD Ll \1BF.R
CO 2 S \NTEF.
WAREHOlSE
Ml WEIR DR
HEMET CA 92545
\1RC SECl' RJTY
N WFBSTER AVE.
PERR IS. C A 92571

432~

MORTGAGt~ PROS
29970 TECH".;OLOGY DR
#101
MURR I£ 1A. CA 9256~

LAMF..SARV
83-186 HIGHWAY Ill
INDIO. CA 92201

STO~&MORE

SA RAJ HAIR SAL0!\1
810VINEAVE.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
PRISTINE C LEANING
RI K'6 SHADY CT
INDIO, CA 92201

l '\ tORGOTH '\
G Rt.ETI'Io GS F R~\ " 0 &
COI\CIF RGF SERVICF.S
21791 -\rHEA WAY
WILDO\IAR. C A 92595
SOLAR SPA
1712 S \10NTE VERDE OR
BEAuMONT. CA 9222~
\ EM SALES
14501 STAGE RD
TE\1ECt;LA. CA 92592
PO BOX M9"9o
TEMECuLA. CA 92589
\USS IO" O PT0 \1ETRY
J2245 MISSION TRAIL
STE. 04
LAKE ELSI'IORE. CA 925~0
FRESH WA\ E FROZEN
YOGl RT
12625 I·REDERICK ST #[ 7
\10REr>.O VALLEY. C·\
9255~

SO-C ALAlffO GLASS
Rl:PAIR
99DO VIA COSTAS BRAVA
NORTH SHORE. CA 92254

GOI"'G GREEN Pt~~T
CONTROL
1 ~19 PRICKLY PFAR
T RAIL
DE.SERT HOT SPRI NGS. CA
9224 1

1'1,(_

OSl 'lo \ POOL PLlMBING
2X72.1 Vfi.A DR
SuN CITY. CA 925R6

TOTE-ABLE NOTARY
4620 BLLF·r. STREET
CORO:'-IA. CA 9288().9704
AI.MAR DRYWALL
147 MONL MENT PARK
WAY
PERRIS, CA 92570
LYONS f:XPRF.SS
11118 RL '.;NING HORSE DR
MORE>.;() VALLEY, CA
92553

LANDMARK RE.ALT\ &
1',1Q RTGAGl
100WGIL.L ST
MuRRIETA. CA 9256J
CIT\ PLl M Bt:R
1626 HOYT ST
RIVERSIDE. C.\ 92504
J UST SOME CASH
8718 SI'OWMASS PARKWAY
Rl\ ERSIDE. CA 9250X
'lEW HOPE
I'ITERNATI O "'AL
MINISTRY
567 HACIENDA AVE.
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The 50th Anniversary of National Library
Week is April 13-19,2008. How fitting that
while patrons across the nation enjoy various
festivities to honor this anniversary, the
residents of Fontana will commemorate the
week with both a premier Mayor's Gala event
and a grand opening of the new 93,000square-foot regional Lewis Library and
Technology Center.
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The Loma Linda Chamber of Commerce
will host the Business Expo 2008 on
Wednesday, April 9th, 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
at the Loma Linda Plaza. Don't miss this
outstanding opportunity to reach the
Loma Linda community with your
product or message. Showcase your
business, service or organization to the
community. Broaden your business base
and network with other business
professionals.

Palm Springs' Mayor Steve
Pougnet with Palm Springs'
Chamber President Roman
Whittaker during the State of
the City Luncheon.

City of Indio's Queen
Scheherazade Desiree
Porras, Dynyazade
Courtney Lee, and
Princess Jasmine Rita
Sandoval, where guest
speakers at the Mayor's
Breakfast. Indio Mayor
is pictured on the
right.

On Sat., April 12 beginning at 9:00 am, the
honorary procession including the Fontana High
School Band, cheerleaders, dignitaries, coaches
and athletes will follow the torch carrier for the
Special Olympics across the fields at the Fontana
High School Stadium, 9453 Citrus Avenue. The
free event is an "area game" where hundreds of
athletes within the Western San Bernardino Area
Games compete by age in a variety of sporting
events including aquatics, athletics, basketball,
bocce, golf, gymnastics, and tennis.

The 2007 Lake
Elsinore Education
Summit was held
last month. Students
were able to explore
career fields as they
toured the
concourse at the
Storm Stadium.

Pomona Mayor Norma
Torres addressed over
300 community leaders
at the State of the City
Address. Her theme was
"Bringing it all together." Attendees were
treated to a video and
address showing the
many pieces of Pomona
coming together.

Sonora, California:
Gold Rush town is chock-full of shops, antiques and activities
By Cary Ordvray
If stories of Donner Pass and
snowy blinartls in the Stem!
Nevada arc keermg you at lower
elevations tlunng the wtnter
months. try \en turing JUS! a ltule
ways into the Sterra footht!b for
a rewarding stay in one of the
channing historic towns along
"cnic Higlm a) 49.
The hills and vegetation in
this pan of Caltforn1a offer great
reltef from the monotony of the
San Juaqu111 Valley JUS! a few
miles to the \\e'>t. The country
roads arc crooked. all nght - and
II ighway 49 rrobably " the
but the
worst offender here
trees. streams. meadows and frequent \ istas arc a treat for anyone who loves to travel scenic
byways.
The town of Sonora was our
recent chotec for a base of operattons in this gorgeous countryside. Perhaps the most scen1c
town in the area. Sonora has a
long main street of western
storefronts w1th plenty of nearby
historic homes. not to mentton a
couple of srectacular church
steeples that make it great for
takmg pictures. Sonora 1s chockfull of antique shops. as well as
small, but interesting shops and
restaurants.
Sonora\ a good place to get

a real dose of California htstOI)
and wtll be much more mterest
mg for your k1ds than textbooks.
Tht-, 1s a land where the Old
West \"as made up of mtners.
ranchers and loggers and \\here
famtl1es on the frontier lived out
primitive lives you -,ce depicted
in llollywood westerns Gold
\\as discovered ncar JamestO\\n
in July 1!14!1 ;tnd. 1f you can
imagme, there were as many as
20.000 residents liVIng tn ti11S
pan of the state bad: when t0\\11
ropulattons were more often
counted in tnrlc d1gJts.
We had planned to settle m at
the Inns of Sonora. \\ hich offer
nicely fumtshcd motor lodgesty lc rooms that arc JUst footsteps from the downtown restaurants and shops. We arrived just
after dark following a scemc but long dnve along Highway
49 over from Oakhurst, south of
Sonora. This ts a rewarding
dnvc if you have lots of time and
you don't mmd ha1rpm curves tn
sect tons where you drive down a
mountain and then back up
another mountam. For those
with less time. an easier way to
reach Sonora is to drive the 99
freeway up (or down) the San
Joaquin Valley to Modesto and
then east to Sonora via
Htghways 108 and 49.
First order of business was to
walk a half a block over to the
Outlaws BarBQ and Steakhouse,
a fun place with its big, authentic
western bar and a cheerful proprietor Paul Kennedy- who, Ill
fact, looked like he was one of
the James Gang. Friendly staff
and out-of-thts-world barbecue
ribs made this a good cho1ce for
dinner.
After a cozy night at Inns of
Sonora - with plenty of llmc
spent m our m-room Jacu77t we dropped m for a big, tasty yet
mexpensive country breakfast at
Miner's Restaurant, also downtown. Then it was off to

A .1hot of dml'lltown Angels Camp
- -Railtown 1897 or \\hat they call
"The Mov te Railroad." It's
located 111 nearby Jamestown
and is a fascinating stop for anyone who has enJoyed Western
movtes with those loud and
powerful steam trams. If you
saw a movte with an old-ume
steam train, chances are the
engme and cars came from
Railtown 1897. where there is a
wall of movie po,tcrs tllustratmg
just how many movies featured
the trains kept here at this facility. The facility actually is the
fom1er Sierra Railway shops and
headquaners.
Hi storic trains and steam
engines are on tracks throughout
the propcny and visitors can take
their time following sidewalk
trails to various pans of the facility. You can walk right up and
look inside the roundhouse
where several engines were
under repair dunng our wintertime VISit. Just a few talented
mechanics are charged with this
responstbility and sccmg all of
this up-close makes you apprectate just how challenging it must
be to keep all of this old equipment operating properly.
There are plenty of movie
stars at Ratltown 1897. For
example, Locomotive No. 3 has
appeared in nearly 50 motion
ptctures and more than 20 televi-

ston -;enes. and ts \till used in the
movies tmh1y. Most recent use
mcludes the movies "Back to the
Future III," "Unforgiven" and
"Bad Gtrls." Many of the pas-,enger coaches and cabooses
you see also were used 111 vanous films.
Ju'it as an aside. Railtown
1897 is operated by the state
along wtth the Califomta State
Railroad
Museum
111
Sacramento, one of the country ·s
best railroad museums. That
I 00.000-square-foot museum
features many actual railcars as
well as various real locomotives.
A train station replica allows you
to see what a 19th Century station was like and. in spring and
summer months, the museum
offers steam train rides.
Back in Sonora and surrounding Tuolumne County,
Califomta htstory is never far
away. We visited nearby
Columbia State Historic Park, a
theme-park Iike reconstruction
of a real California gold rush
town. Thts ts like the htstoric
parks you hear about on the East
Coast where people dress in
period costumes to take you
back to earlier days. Gold was
dtscovercd in 1850 in Columbia,
and the town quickly grew into a

continued on page 39

